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The Student Showcase 
Program 
The UAA Student Showcase Program is designed to highlight the 
extraordinary work of students throughout the University of Alaska 
Anchorage system. It is with great pride that we present the 
Student Showcase Journal for 2007. 
The Student Showcase Academic Conference and Journal 
have been in existence for twenty-three years. The conference is 
a unique program in the State of Alaska with only students pre-
senting original papers, musical performances, and projects. The 
Student Showcase Committee examines policies and procedures, 
reviews promotional materials, and selects award recipients. 
Each year the Student Showcase creates opportunities for 
dialogue among university and community members. Students 
submit their best work for evaluation by objective faculty members 
from their discipline; selected works are presented at the confer-
ence; and distinguished community members are invited to evalu-
ate, critique, and comment on the students' works. The very best 
papers, performances, and projects are published in the Student 
Showcase Journal and CD's. 
Students participated in the academic conference held on April 
5 and 6, 2007. From the 48 entries submitted, 25 were presented 
at the conference, and six were chosen as award recipients. The 
conference participants (students, staff, faculty, and conference 
commentators) were invited to attend an awards luncheon where 
the winners were announced. 
The UAA Student Showcase continues to be a success year 
after year and it is due to the continued support of faculty mem-
bers, and of course, UAA students! We hope that this journal 
reflects the dedication and commitment of all those involved. 
About the Student Showcase 
Searching for Excellence 
The UAA Student Showcase was designed to 
meet students' developmental needs, search 
for excellence among students' works, expose 
students to activities important to an academic 
lifestyle, and develop closer working relation-
ships among students, faculty, staff, and admin-
istrators at UAA and between UAA and the community. The Student 
Showcase and journal still remain unique in Alaska and provide a 
sense of accomplishment, recognition, and pride for our students and 
university. 
Sharon K. Araji 
Showcase Founder 
Professor and Chair, Sociology 
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Habenera (Carmen) 
by Georges Bizet 
Elena Gonzales 
Music 468: Voice Masterclass 
Dr. Mari Hahn, Assistant Professor 
It is probably redundant to say I love music, but I'll say it anyway. 
The rush that comes from a beautiful melody line or harmony is 
something I haven't yet learned to put into words. I love all kinds 
of music, jazz, and different beats from around the world, but 
mostly I love a song I can either sing with or dance to. Dance and 
Theatre are my other passions, along with reading and writing 
short fiction pieces. I think all my passions tie into art, because 
every song has a story and when I perform a piece, acting skills 
help me tell my story to the audience, so that I can share the story 
with them. That is why I enjoy Georges Bizet's Habanera so much. 
Carmen has a story to tell, and as she tells her story to she'll dance 
her gypsy dance and then coyly run away. The Habanera is fun 
and provocative, and I hope someday I can do the full opera and 
play the fascinating gypsy Carmen. 
Elena Gonzales 
Elena Gonzales has been singing for most of her life, her musical 
influence coming from her father while growing up in Chugiak, 
Alaska. Elena joined the Voice Program at UAA in 2004. She 
is studying Opera and Jazz, and also works with the Theater 
Department. She plans to complete her bachelors in music perfor-
mance before moving on to her masters, and hopes to someday 
perform with a large orchestra. 
Field Independence and 
Inhibitory Motor Control 
Elizabeth Granville et al. 
Pychology 261: Research Methods 
Ms. Vickie Wesolowski, Adjunct Instructor 
Abstract 
As perceptual styles, field dependence (F/D) and field indepen-
dence (F/I) describe the extent to which individuals make use of 
external referents to process observed phenomenon. Previous 
studies have found that F/I individuals are better able to disregard 
distracting stimuli. However, the role inhibition plays in isolating 
(and prioritizing) objects in the visual field has not been addressed. 
Variations in attentional inhibition among F/D and F/I psychology 
students were investigated using the Stroop task. Results were 
significant at £(22) = 3.29, p<.0018 (one-tailed) suggesting that 
F/I involves more than a casual ability to screen out distracting 
stimuli. 
While many studies (Barkley, 1997; Nigg, 1999; Schachar, 
Mota, Logan, Tannock & Klim, 2000) have tested the implica-
tions of behavioral inhibition with respect to Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), none have provided support 
for the notion that strong behavioral inhibition is a quality most 
regularly observed in field independent individuals. This study will 
explore whether the ability to inhibit or refocus one's attention 
(itself a behavioral inhibition) is consistent with the perceptual 
aptitudes commonly associated with field independence. Findings 
in support of our hypothesis could lead to alternative treatments 
for ADHD. Support for our findings could also lead to improved 
training for law enforcement personnel and additional research 
into optimal composition of field dependent and independent law-
enforcement partner dyads. 
Individuals differ in the ways they perceive and cognate the 
events around them. Two such styles, and the primary interest of 
this paper, are field dependence and field independence. Broadly 
speaking, the distinction involves what Witkin and Goodengough 
(1977) termed "self-nonself segregation" (p. 661). That is, some 
individuals, said to be field dependent, rely on social and environ-
mental cues to form judgments about observed phenomena. By 
contrast, field independent individuals are thought to rely more 
heavily on internally generated physiological and emotional cues 
to gauge the orientation and meaning of objects located within 
the visual field. To illustrate this concept, Witkin devised a simple 
experiment wherein participants were seated in a tilted room 
and asked to reorient their bodies so that they were again sitting 
upright. In using their internal sense of gravity or uprightness, 
some participants correctly reoriented themselves. Other partici-
pants, however, were unable to screen out the distracting effects of 
the tilted room and remained tilted themselves. Such participants 
were deemed to be field dependent. 
Currently, the Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) is used to 
measure field independence and dependence along a continuum, 
with scores ranging from 0 to 18 (O'Leary, Calsyn, & Fauria, 1980). 
Higher scores indicate a higher level of field independence. The 
test itself is administered in timed sections. Each of the sections 
requires participants to locate an object that has been hidden, 
or embedded, in a larger, more complex picture (Larsen & Buss, 
2005). The GEFT is standard alternative to the Rod and Frame test 
originally devised by Witkin in 1948 (Larsen & Buss). 
Like personality traits, perceptual styles are thought to be 
relatively stable over the lifespan and are useful in understanding 
a person's learning style and social tendencies (Larsen & Buss, 
2005). For example, the extensive use of field referents by field 
dependent individuals make them particularly savvy in social 
situations as they are adept at interpreting facial expressions 
and decoding social cues (Witkin & Goodenough, 1977). They 
are also more likely to ask other people for their feedback and/ 
or opinions. By contrast, field independent individuals are more 
autonomous and socially aloof (Witkin & Goodenough). In recent 
years, research has found that field independent persons are bet-
ter able to isolate components in the visual field (Larsen & Buss, 
2005), are less reactive to irrelevant stimuli (Vrij, Van Der Steen, 
& Koppelaar, 1995), and are more likely to attend to objects that 
serve immediate needs (Kahtz & Kling, 1999). They are also less 
susceptible to social anxiety (Witkin & Goodenough). While neither 
style can be said to be preferred to the other—each has its own 
career relevance. Field dependent individuals are thought to do 
well in the social services and education; field independent quali-
ties are thought to be useful in the technical sciences (Larsen & 
Buss, 2005). 
Larsen and Buss (2005) summarized the difference between 
field dependence and independence as having (or not having) the 
ability to differentiate "'the forest for the trees'" (p. 379). A similar 
observation was posited by Vrij, et al. (1995) that field independent 
police officers were better able to perform primary and secondary 
tasks, identified as shooting and taking cover, when an auditory 
distracter was introduced as an independent variable. Thus, the 
field independent officers were better able to ignore background 
noise, maintain better focus, and fire their weapons with more 
precision. Although the study provided insight into the extent to 
which field independent individuals were able to disregard distract-
ing stimuli, the study did not address the role inhibition plays in 
isolating (and prioritizing) objects in the visual field. 
In reviewing the research, we feel that field independence 
implicates more than just a casual ability to screen out or better 
attend to carefully prioritized stimuli. Rather, it is the purpose of 
this study to show that the ability to inhibit knee-jerk responses to 
irrelevant stimuli is a prerequisite to focused attention. That is, to 
"screen out" is to really "inhibit attentional focus." In the case of 
the police officers, we would posit that each new action in a chain 
of decisions is preceded by an ability to interrupt or suppress atten-
tion afforded previous tasks. Thus, to reframe Buss' use of the tree 
and forest analogy, we contend that field independence can be 
thought of as an 'inhibition of the tendency to fixate on the trees 
alone.' 
It should be stated that while Gray (1991) used the terms 
Behavioral Inhibition System (BIS) and Behavioral Activation 
System (BAS) to refer to the suppression or motivation of behav-
iors with respect to rewards and punishments, we assume a less 
literal meaning for the purpose of our study. When using the term 
inhibition, or behavioral inhibition, we are quite literally referring 
to a person's relative ability to stop or start an action. This clarifica-
tion is extended given the extensive use of the term in interdisci-
plinary contexts. 
As mentioned previously, little research has investigated the 
relationship between field independence and inhibitory control. 
Many studies focus on the role of inhibitory control in persons 
with ADHD (e.g., Barkley, 1997; Nigg, 1999; Schachar et al., 
2000). Even in the absence of a co-occurring disorder, ADHD 
patients appear unable to inhibit their behaviors and/or redirect 
their attention towards more useful ends. This may suggest that 
inhibition alone accounts for the high level of distractibility typi-
cally observed. Of the four tests routinely administered to assess 
ADHD (i.e., the Stroop Task, the Choice-Delay Task, the Stop Signal 
Task, and the Attentional Blink Task), we believe the Stroop Task to 
be the most applicable as an assessment of attentional inhibition 
(Kalat, 2004). 
Technically, the Stoop Task is a measure of interference con-
trol (Barkley, 1997). Since the speed at which we read words is 
faster than the speed at which we usually identify colors, partici-
pants usually report delays in response performance. However, the 
Stroop Task can also serve as a measure of behavioral inhibition 
(Stroop, 1935). That is, to correctly identify the color of a written 
word, a person must successfully ignore the impulse to attend to 
the spelling of the word. For example, if the word "blue" is written 
in red ink, the correct Stroop response, (i.e., the one that yields a 
lower Stroop effect), would be "red." Hall and Blasko (2005) main-
tain that slower response times and higher rates of error are found 
in this condition. 
To summarize, the GEFT in our study was used to measure 
field independence whereas the Stroop Task was used to measure 
attentional inhibition. We hypothesized that individuals with higher 
GEFT scores would show correspondingly lower Stroop scores (on 
the timed portion of the task) than would low-GEFT individuals. 
Method 
Participants 
All 23 participants were psychology students at the University 
of Alaska Anchorage. Some participants were Research Methods 
students who agreed to participate for class credit. Other partici-
pants were students from other psychology classes who agreed to 
participate for extra-credit. 
Materials 
Information sheet. An information sheet was used to gather 
demographic data (e.g., age, sex, major, and occupational interests) 
and to screen for confounds such as Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 
Disorder and color blindness (see Appendix A). 
Pretest. The pretest established group equivalencies (see 
Appendix B). It consisted of a single paragraph followed by five 
questions that tested for a series of confounds: color blindness, 
literacy, and distractibility. As for the first, the ability to distinguish 
between colors was necessary to score well on the Stroop Task. 
Color-blind participants would have a 1 in 5 chance of guess-
ing correctly, but the results would skew total scores. Similarly, 
participants needed to possess basic literacy skills. Because the 
purpose of this study was to attribute attentional inhibition to the 
perceptual style of field independence, the pretest was to show 
that participants possess a roughly equal ability to screen out 
irrelevant stimuli. To this end, participants took the pretest with 
music playing in the background. We piloted the pretest with 5 
individuals and found that the test could be completed in less than 
2 minutes. 
Field independence measure. An adapted Group Embedded 
Figures Test (GEFT) using Highlights far Children was used to 
measure field dependence-independence (see Appendix C) (Cole, 
2006). The test consisted of several small pictures which have been 
hidden within a larger picture. The participants were given five 
minutes to complete the test. Scoring was based on a final tally of 
all correct responses given. Participants were assigned to groups 
based on a split mean average of the scores. Those with higher 
scores were presumed to possess a higher level of field indepen-
dence. 
Behavioral inhibition measure. Participants were asked to 
complete The Stroop Task as a measure of behavioral inhibition 
(see Appendix D) (Stroop, 1935). The Stroop Task is a timed test 
that uses the number of correct answers to calculate the score. 
Individuals who completed the task with few errors are said to 
exhibit a low Stroop effect and high behavioral inhibition. The 
test itself consisted of a list of words written in different colors 
(e.g., the word green was written in red ink). To answer correctly, 
participants ignored the actual spelling of the word and identified 
its color instead. Stroop (1935) maintained that because individu-
als read more quickly than they can identify colors, inhibition is 
required to successfully ignore the initial impulse to read. 
Design and Procedure 
The students were greeted upon arrival and asked to fill out 
an informed consent sheet (see Appendix E). Students were asked 
to fill out the demographic questionnaire. The students then com-
pleted the pretest, the GEFT and Stroop Tasks. After completing 
the tasks, students were debriefed (see Appendix F). 
Results 
Two independent t-test comparisons were used to compare 
field independent (F/I) and field dependent (F/D) group perfor-
mance on both the Stroop word responses and the Stroop timed 
responses. Assignment to the F/I and F/D groups was based on a 
split median of correct responses with F/I > 13 and F/D < 13. 
T-test scores for the Stroop word recognition portion of the 
task revealed no performance differences between F/I and F/D 
groups with a = .05 and £(22) = .38, p < .35 (one tailed) (see Figure 
1). T-test scores for the timed portion of the Stroop task revealed 
significant performance differences between F/I and F/D groups 
with a = .05 and £(22) = 3.29, p< .0018 (one-tailed) (see Figure 2). 
Discussion 
Our study explored whether the ability to inhibit or refocus 
one's attention (itself a behavioral inhibition) is consistent with 
the perceptual aptitudes commonly associated with field inde-
pendence. We hypothesized that field independent individuals 
would show a correspondingly lower Stroop effect than would field 
dependent individuals. 
Results indicate that the field independent group performed 
significantly better on the timed portion of the Stroop Task—a find-
ing consistent with our hypothesis. That is, both field independent 
and field dependent groups identified roughly the same number 
of correct Stroop responses, but the field independent group com-
pleted the task considerably faster. This may suggest that a greater 
degree of attentional inhibition is required to quickly complete 
successive Stroop items. 
Our pilot study had some limitations. For example, lab condi-
tions were difficult to keep consistent across each of our 5 testing 
sessions. We had intermittent instrumentation problems while 
administering the Stroop Task in the computer lab. We also had a 
number of interruptions—wherein students would enter the exper-
iment unannounced and ask questions or attempt conversation 
with the researchers. We also substituted a Highlights for Children 
(Cole, 2006) hidden pictures test for the actual GEFT due to cost 
and copyright constraints. Finally, a more formal measurement of 
GEFT performance would have eliminated the need to arbitrarily 
score our improvised GEFT on a split median of correct responses. 
It should also be noted that with an n = 23 (all of whom being psy-
chology students), results cannot be reliably generalized from the 
sample to the population. 
Nevertheless, our research design is unique in that we attempt-
ed to generate an operational definition for field independence. 
Despite the limitations above, considerable care was taken at the 
beginning of the study to anticipate and control for confounds. 
Literacy, color vision, and distractibility were all screened for with 
the use of a pretest. Regarding distractibility, it was imperative to 
show that all the participants showed roughly the same capacity 
for "screening out distracting stimuli." Stated differently, it was our 
intention to show that Stroop Task results were attributable to indi-
vidual differences in inhibition—and not one's tendency to become 
saturated, overwhelmed, or simply inundated by stimuli. 
Applications for our research may extend into the fields of 
criminology and abnormal psychology. As for the former, little 
research has focused on the composition of police partner dyads 
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and the extent to which officers are able to stop, start or switch 
their attentional focus when faced with congested visual or audi-
tory fields. Similarly, future studies in this area may provide 
insight into the nature and diagnosis of ADD and/or ADHD. That is, 
some traits, such as talkativeness and inattention (as annoying as 
they may seem), could be normal curiosities of the field dependent 
mind. 
Further research is needed to clarify the relationship between 
attentional inhibition and perceptual style—especially as it exists 
as a relatively stable characteristic across the life-span. 
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Appendix A 
Information Sheet 
1- Age: 
2. Sex: (Circle One) Male/Female 
3. What are your occupational interests? 
4. Are you color blind? (Circle One) Yes/No 
5. Have you ever been diagnosed with ADHD or ADD? (Circle One) 
Yes/No 
6. If yes to #5, are you currently being treated? (Circle One) Yes/No 
13 
Appendix B 
Pretest 
Please read the following paragraph and answer the five follow-up ques-
tions: 
The term "refugee" is used to describe an individual who has fled 
his or her country for reasons of political or religious persecution. So far 
this year, the United N: ns has sent 146 refugees to Alaska for resettle-
ment. 
1. Which word(s) is/are written in green text? 
2. Which word(s) is/are written in red text? 
3. Which word(s) is/are written in blue text? 
4. Which word(s) is/are written in yellow text? 
5. How many refugees have come to Alaska in 2006? 
14 
Appendix C 
Group embedded Figures Test 
15 
Appendix D 
Group embedded Figures Test 
The following is an example of the type questions found on the 
task but is not the exact test: 
BROWN 
BLUE 
GREEN 
YELLOW 
BLUE 
ORANGE 
fELLO\ 
WHITE 
GREEN 
RED 
ORANGE 
WHITE 
RED 
WHITE 
GREEN 
ORANGE 
YELLOW 
16 
Appendix E 
Research Consent Form 
University of Alaska Anchorage 
Title of Research: Field Independence and Inhibitory Control 
Principal Investigators Maria Garrison. Elizabeth Granville, and 
Jennifer Hernandez 
Research Supervisor: Vickie Wesolowski (786-1617) 
Department: Psychology 
The purpose of this study is to investigate how behavioral inhibition is 
related to the perceptual style of field independence. The study involves 
the taking of three tests: a pretest, the Group Embedded Objects Test 
(GEFT), and the Stroop Task. During the pretest, you will be asked to 
read a short paragraph and answer three simple questions. The pretest 
is expected to take five minutes. Following the pretest, you will be 
asked to complete the GEFT in which you be asked to identify objects 
that have been hidden, or embedded, in a larger design. The GEFT is 
expected to take five minutes. Following the GEFT, you will be asked 
to take the Stroop Task. The Stroop Task is a timed test in which you 
will be asked to identify the color of text fonts. There is no known risk 
to you as a result of participating in this project. Your ratings will not be 
kept by name since we are only interested in the group data, not indi-
vidual responses. Any publication or presentation of information gained 
from this study will carry no information that identifies your individual 
This study may help us better understand the extent to which your 
ability to inhibit attention can be characterized as a perceptual style. 
Additionally, you will see first-hand how research is conducted and you 
may gain more knowledge about how individuals differ with respect to 
attentional inhibition and how psychologists use this information. 
If you have any problems, questions, or comments in regards to this 
study, please contact the Research Supervisor at the number listed 
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above. If you have any questions regarding your rights as a research 
participant, please contact the UAA Office of Academic Affairs at 786-
1921. 
Your participation in this project is completely voluntary, and you will 
not be penalized in any way if you choose not to participate or with-
draw your participation. Your signature below indicates that you fully 
understand the above study, what is being asked of you in this study, 
and that you are signing this voluntarily. If you have any questions 
about the study, please do not hesitate to ask them now or at any time 
throughout the study. 
Signature 
Date 
Printed Name 
18 
Appendix F 
Debriefing Statement 
The experiment is now officially over and I will explain what the ex-
periment is about. This is called debriehng. 
The Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) is a measure of held inde-
pendence. The Stroop Task is a measure of behavioral inhibition. Re-
search on held independence has shown that people who score high in 
held independence are better able to screen out distracting stimuli from 
the visual held and concentrate on tasks than persons who score low in 
held independence. The Stroop Task you took will help us to determine 
if this ability (to screen out distracting information) is related to your 
ability to inhibit attentional responses. 
It is very important that you don't discuss the details of this study with 
your classmates. In order to collect good quality data, it is imperative 
that each person who participates in this study is unaware of the nature 
and details of the study, like you were, until it ends. 
Do you have any questions? If so, please ask them now or contact 
Vickie Wesolowski at a later date (786-1617). 
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Table 1 
Mean Numbers of Correct Responses and Mean Timed Scores on 
the Stroop Task as a Function of Field Independence (F/I) and Field 
Dependence (FID) 
MEAN SCORES STANDARD DEVIATION 
Stroop Task F/D F/I F/D F/I 
Correct Responses 7.9 8.33 2.42 2.81 
Total Time (in seconds) 15.5 11.5 3.44 2.24 
20 
Figure Captions 
Figure 1. Mean scores of correct Stroop responses as a 
function of GEFT performance. 
Figure 2. Mean times (in seconds) to complete the Stroop 
Task as a function of GEFT performance. 
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Living Homes: Residential 
Construction LEEDing Towards 
Sustainablity 
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Dr. Nelta Edwards, Assistant Professor 
Across the United States contractors and home owners continue 
to build traditional residential buildings that make a large footprint 
on the natural environment. The footprint of a home includes the 
home's adverse effects on both the surrounding ecosystem and 
the ecosystems from which the construction materials and non-
renewable resources are obtained. In combination the millions 
of homes across the planet act as one large footprint, however, 
there is a solution. The solution is to build sustainable homes, also 
known as green homes, which are structures that are designed, 
built, renovated, operated, or reused in an ecological and resource-
efficient manner (Chiras 2004). Green homes can consist of sev-
eral elements: solar panels as a source for renewable electricity, 
a "green" roof for passive heating and cooling systems, radiant 
floors for non-pollutant heating, and the use of passive lighting for 
heating and cooling purposes. To conceptualize how these various 
elements work together it is helpful to think of a green home as 
a "living home" (Palmeri 2006: 94). In a living home all systems 
are connected, in which the walls are the skin, the water supply 
is the circulatory system, the recycling system is the kidneys, and 
the humans inside are the brains that keep the operation func-
tioning (McKinney 2006). Just as humans are the brains of living 
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homes they are also the brains of society. Therefore, because liv-
ing homes focus on the limited use of materials and the increased 
use of renewable energy, the human race should examine how to 
implement these homes at all levels - the individual, structural, 
and cultural - so that future generations can have a smaller eco-
logical footprint on the planet. 
The Problem: Inefficiency in Modern 
Residential Construction Designs 
An ecological footprint can be defined as "the amount of the 
environment necessary to produce the goods and services neces-
sary to support a particular lifestyle" (World Wildlife Fund 2006). 
With the United States having an ecological footprint of 23.6 acres 
per person as of 2000, that puts our country at the top of the list 
(Redefining Progress 2004). Erling Holden (2004: 93) wrote that 
"obviously all consumption can be problematic from an environ-
mental point of view. Nevertheless, certain areas of consumption 
are more relevant than others when talking about physical plan-
ning and sustainable development." In this context, housing is 
highly relevant. For Holden and Karl Hoyer the term "house" is 
defined as "a locale which attracts large and continuous streams 
of material resources - an attractor for extensive metabolism with 
its environments" (Hoyer and Holden 2003, 327). In the United 
States, the relationship between buildings and natural resources 
found in the environment can be seen in a report based on the 
April 2002 Green Building Roundtable conference. This report 
concluded that within the United States "the built environment 
accounts for approximately one-third of all energy, water, and 
materials consumption and generates similar proportions of pollu-
tion" (U.S. Green Building Council 2002: 3). In reference to homes, 
the Department of Energy reported that each year the average 
American home consumes approximately one-fifth of the nation's 
fossil fuel energy for heating, cooling, lighting, running appliances, 
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and other purposes (Chiras 2004). As a result of this fossil fuel con-
sumption, homes in the Unites States are responsible for emitting 
one-fifth of the nation's annual carbon dioxide emissions (Chiras 
2004). 
With "human habitat" - or houses - being the largest con-
sumer of natural and manmade resources, the potential for the 
field of architecture to be used as a tool for moving towards a 
sustainable future is enormous due to its influence in the design of 
"human habitats" (Krishan 2002). Currently, the typical design for 
a modern home is highly inefficient in terms of the types of energy 
sources used, the displacement of natural habitat, and heat distri-
bution. Modern homes are heavily reliant upon non-renewable 
energy sources, such as fossil fuels, that cause environmental deg-
radation through exploration and waste byproducts. For example, 
85 percent of these homes are framed with wood, accounting 
for why nearly 60 percent of all timber cut in the United States 
is used to build homes (Chiras 2004). In contrast, sustainable 
homes primarily rely upon renewable resources in both operation 
and construction, such as energy from the sun or straw bale and 
plaster walls, which result in little to none environmental degrada-
tion and waste byproducts. Next, "the average American home 
[has] swelled from 983 square feet in 1950 to 2,349 square feet 
in 2004- a 140% increase in size" (Solomon 2006). Initially, land 
is displaced by the construction of a home, however, as the aver-
age size of a home continues to increase so will the land being 
displaced. This displacement of land reduces natural vegetation 
and habitat, resulting in the decrease of plant photosynthesis con-
version of carbon dioxide into oxygen, natural habitat available to 
living organisms, and the stability of ecosystems. Lastly, conven-
tional heating methods for homes rely upon non-renewable fossil 
fuels, such as coal and gas, and employ the highly inefficient and 
polluting method of forcing air throughout a home. In contrast, 
a radiant heating system does not rely upon fossil fuels, is more 
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energy-efficient than a forced air system, and does not spread pol-
len, dust, or germs. (Palmeri 2006). 
Currently, architects are capable of designing homes that have 
the "ability to reduce energy and water consumption, minimize 
the impacts of projects on ecosystems, and promote increased 
use of environmentally friendly materials" (Pulaski, Horman, & 
Riley 2006: 83). Therefore, the design and production of sustain-
able homes serve as a solution to reduce the individual ecological 
footprints of the 1.2 million new homes annually built within the 
United States (Chiras 2004). 
The Solution: Building Living Homes 
for a Sustainable Future 
Fortunately, this solution of building sustainable homes is 
becoming a trend that is evolving into a new level across the 
United States (Ritter 2006). Part of the reason why this movement 
has been slow to take off is because many people can "still see a 
hint of tie-dye and wind chimes in green building" - implying that 
green building is a type of hippie fad in which most people would 
not participate (Ritter 2006). However, many are beginning to 
agree with the statement made by Rick Fedrizzi, the CEO of the 
U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC), that "sustainability is the 
next natural progression in the evolution of standards for building 
projects" (2006: 10). In particular, Tim Nyquist, an instructor at 
Laramie County Community College (LCCC), agrees with this idea 
of natural progression. For Nyquist, the "conventional stick frame 
construction hasn't changed much in Laramie's lifetime. While 
typewriters and slide rulers have become quaint anachronisms, 
most people are still happy to live in their grandfather's house" 
(Community College Week 2006). To show the community and 
those in the United States that the living home is the next gen-
eration of home building Nyquist has his students building a type 
of living home for his technology construction class. This is an 
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attempt to help convince present and future homeowners that they 
should fight the home-building industry's current "cookie-cutter 
mentality" of unsustainable homes by moving their contracting 
dollars to firms who use sustainable technology. 
One of the leaders in this movement has been the Leadership 
in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), an organization 
that has provided the now nationally accepted benchmark for the 
design, construction, and operation of highly efficient buildings 
(USGBC 2006). Owners who wish to receive LEED certification, 
with Platinum being the highest stamp of approval, appeal to the 
organization to test them in five areas of human and environmen-
tal health: sustainable site development, water savings, energy 
efficiency, materials selection, and indoor environmental quality 
(USGBC 2006). In meeting these criteria, a sustainable home can 
receive the Platinum stamp of approval from LEED, meaning that 
out of a 108 point inspection of these key standards the home 
receives at least 90 points. Following is a discussion of sustainable 
practices that can be used to meet the five LEED standards within 
a home built for sustainability. 
Through the use of photovoltaic solar panels homes can take 
advantage of the most renewable and environmentally friendly 
resource: solar energy. Photovoltaic solar panels create power by 
converting the sun's rays into an AC electrical current that every 
homes uses on a daily basis (Sun First 2006). The economic ben-
efit of using solar panels is that instead of simply using energy pro-
vided by a local utility company, a person is producing their own 
energy at the cost of purchasing, installation, and maintenance of 
the solar panels. Although the initial cost of solar panels is more 
expensive, in the long term the home owner saves money in two 
ways. First, the home owner has significantly reduced electric bills 
and gas bills. For example, the home being built by the Laramie 
County Community College uses solar panels to heat water in a 
heat sink beneath the garage that stores 2 million BTU of heat to 
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warm the house (Community College Week 2006). This results in 
a home that can optimally maintain costs for gas and electricity 
at zero. Second, the home owner saves money because the solar 
panels on the home are connected to the utility's system. If a 
home meets and produces more energy than it needs, then that 
extra energy is bought back from the homeowner by the utility 
company to redistribute through the grid to others. 
From an environmental point of view, a home's production of 
energy through a renewable resource can have significant impacts 
on the local environment, especially if multiple homes are doing 
so. Homes that use solar panels to meet the electric and heating 
demands of a home with little cost to the natural environment 
reduce a homes ecological footprint significantly in comparison 
to homes that continue to demand energy from local utilities 
that use mass amounts of non-renewable resources. In addition, 
homes that use solar panels can help carry the burden of electricity 
demanded from the utility company by other buildings, thus hav-
ing the benefit of also reducing the ecological footprint of another 
building. 
Another aspect used in creating a living home is the use of 
what is known as a green roof. A green roof is a living roof of 
vegetation (preferably native to the region where the home is 
located) installed on a home for the purpose of reducing storm 
water run-off, improving air quality and aesthetic appearance, and 
"significantly reducing roof surface temperatures and heat flux 
rates" (Sonne 2006, 59). The reducing of roof surface tempera-
tures is significant because it reduces the heat-island effect and the 
day time/night time temperature within a home. For example, a 
study in Toronto found that "two green roofs with minimal vegeta-
tion reduced peak summertime roof membrane temperatures of a 
gymnasium by more than 35 degrees and summertime heat flow 
through the roof by 70% to 90% compared with a conventional 
roof on the same building" (Sonne 2006: 59). Although the tem-
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perature of the green roof is lower during the day time, it is sig-
nificantly warmer than a conventional roof during the night time 
because the vegetation keeps in heat much more efficiently than a 
black shackled roof. Overall, green roofs reduce indoor tempera-
tures during the day time as vegetation uses or reflects sunlight 
and then increases indoor temperature during the night time as 
vegetation retains the sunlight energy gained from the day. 
From an economic standpoint this is beneficial to the home owner 
because it reduces the costs needed for air conditioning during 
the summer and the cost of heating during the winter. From an 
environmental standpoint green roofs are beneficial for several 
reasons: the lessening of a home's ecological footprint by simply 
moving the amount of vegetation displaced by construction to the 
roof and in the reduction of run-off water that conserves water 
and reduces the contamination of local waterways. In addition, 
Green Roofs for Healthy Cities North American association found 
that green roofs can cut summer use of air-conditioning and win-
ter heat loss by about 25 percent (2006). Therefore, green roofs 
decrease a home's overall demand for the non-renewable resourc-
es that operate air conditioning and heating systems. 
A third aspect used in the designing of a living home is the 
use of radiant heating in the floors of homes. Instead of focusing 
on conventional heating methods that are gas-guzzlers and highly 
inefficient, radiant heating is the placement of rods in the floors of 
a home that radiate heat rather than force heat through the move-
ment of air. Radiant heating can be even more energy efficient in 
that some systems are tied to the use of solar panels rather than 
electricity. Systems tied to solar panels operate as follows: energy 
gained from the solar panels is also used to heat water that is stored 
underneath the garage (which can be stored run-off water from the 
green roof!). This heated water is then circulated through rods in the 
floor of the house, which in turn radiates heat into the house without 
the use of blowers or vents (Community College Week 2006). 
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The economic benefits of this technology include the obvious 
reduction in the amount of money spent on monthly gas bills for 
heating. More importantly, the environmental benefit of a radiat-
ing heat system is that a renewable source of energy, the sun, is 
used to heat recycled rain water that is pumped into pipes through-
out a home. In this system, there is essentially zero use of the 
non-renewable resources that traditional homes rely upon for heat-
ing. In addition, radiant heating reduces the air pollution within a 
home, thus increasing overall air quality for the environment and 
people. This is of benefit because within the average home air pol-
lution concentrations can be two to five times higher than the air 
we breathe outside. (U.S Green Building Council 2002). Although 
conventional heating systems do not account for all of the air pol-
lution within a home, the use of radiant heating systems maintains 
higher air quality within a home because it does not continuously 
force pollen, pet dander, and dirt particles throughout a home's 
heating system. 
A fourth aspect used in building a living home is the use of 
passive energy. The use of passive heating and cooling allows for 
a home to operate with less energy throughout the day. Passive 
solar heating is most effectively implemented with south-facing 
windows. As sunlight passes through these windows it hits various 
objects, in which the objects absorb the sunrays and convert them 
into heat. Passive solar cooling is most effectively implemented 
through fixed or adjustable shading devices (solar panels can be 
used for this purpose!) or the use of special glazing on windows. 
With passive heating up to 25 percent of home's heating needs 
can be gained and with passive cooling external shading devices 
can reduce up to 90 percent of solar gains in a home (New Energy 
1997). Passive cooling can also be accomplished through wind 
power by building a home perpendicular to the prevailing winds in 
a region. Optimal window placement allows for flow-through ven-
tilation from both the natural wind patterns and low/high windows 
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that draw air through a home (U.S. Green Building Council 2002). 
The economic benefits of using passive heating and cooling is 
that less money is needed to pay for traditional heating and air 
conditioning services rendered by utility companies. The environ-
mental benefits gained from using passive energy are substantial. 
Since solar and wind energy is everywhere, most people take it for 
granted. However, as people take advantage of these renewable 
sources of energy to decrease their dependence on non-renewable 
resources the environment will benefit greatly. This is because the 
heating and cooling system in a traditional home is the number 
one gas-guzzling operation (Saunders 2006). Therefore, passive 
energy has the potential to dramatically decrease the amount of 
gas a home needs for those same services, consequentially reduc-
ing the need for companies to destroy the environment in search 
and development of natural resources. 
By implementing these various solutions, the costs of construc-
tion can be five to seven percent higher than a conventional home 
(Community College Week 2006). However, overtime the eco-
nomic costs can easily be made up through the money that does 
not have to be spent on energy bills. In the case of the home built 
by the LCCC's construction technology class the house was esti-
mated to save at least $2,500 a year in energy savings (Community 
College Week 2006). In addition, the installation of sustainable 
technologies in a home increases its value, which is partly due to 
rising utility bills. Therefore, if the owner of a home with installed 
sustainable technologies chose to later sell the home, they could 
earn a higher rate of return on the house than a stock or bond (U.S. 
Green Building Council 2002). This is supported by a study pub-
lished in The Appraisal Journal (1998) that found a home's value 
increases by $20 for every $1 in reduction of annual utility bills 
(U.S. Green Building Council 2002). 
Regardless of the fact that sustainable technologies increase 
the value of a home, the cost figures for installation lye at the 
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foundation of the argument that the large scale building of green 
buildings across the nation is unrealistic. Ritter reports in his 
article, "critics say, why should we pay upfront for these savings" 
(Ritter 2006: 1)? Essentially, these critics tend to be large resi-
dential construction companies who do not want to foot the bill 
of five to seven percent cost increases for each house they built 
because then their houses will cost more than conventional ones 
and they will lose a share of the housing market. However, as 
mentioned earlier the demand for living homes is increasing, with 
entire residential neighborhoods being built with green homes in 
the Seattle and the Portland areas. In addition, Ritter reports that 
a McGraw-Hill Construction survey in March of 2006 predicted 
that green building would reach a "tipping point" within the next 
year, in which two-thirds of builders will be offering green options 
for homes to potential home-buyers (Ritter 2006: 1). Therefore, 
as the demand for green homes increases contractors will have an 
incentive to offer green homes. Then, as green homes begin to be 
mass produced the overall construction costs per home will fall. 
This fall in price brings in the second argument that the mass 
building of green homes across the country is unrealistic because 
most people do not have the money to pay for a more expensive 
home. However, as with other technologies, as the demand for 
something rises there is an increase in competition. This increase 
in competition will drive prices of sustainable technologies down 
as more people compete for consumers and devise better and 
cheaper ways to make the same product. In the Journal of Housing 
and Community Development, Mary Barron (2006: 42) comments 
that "as green architecture becomes more mainstream, perhaps 
more low-income housing can take advantage of its environmental 
and financial benefits." Therefore, as the rise in demand for sus-
tainable technologies and homes rises the market will lower the 
costs. Then, both those in the upper and lower classes will be able 
to participate in lessening their ecological footprint on the environ-
ment. 
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More important than the consideration of the economic costs 
or savings in building a living home is the environmental benefits. 
The slight increase in construction costs that result from build-
ing a living home is immeasurable - the significant reduction of 
a home's ecological footprint on the land and air quality of the 
natural environment has long lasting effects on the health of the 
world environment. Through sustainable home development less 
natural resources such as oil and gas have to be contracted from 
the earth, less land is lost to buildings as green roofs consisting of 
native flora are built, and air quality is increased from the reduc-
tion of pollution from non-renewable resources and the increase 
in green roofs that use excess CO2 and create air. In combination, 
these benefits gained from sustainable home building will lead to 
the increased likelihood of an actual sustainable environment that 
humans can realistically continue to live in. Unfortunately for the 
planet and its inhabitants as a whole, the human civilization has 
been living an unsustainable lifestyle since the year 2000 (WWF 
2006). Therefore, the sustainability of future generations depends 
heavily upon whether our society chooses to create, or not to cre-
ate, a sustainable relationship with the natural world. 
The Implementation: 
Change on all Levels of Society 
United Nation secretary General Kofi Annan identified "the 
freedom of future generations to sustain their lives on this planet" 
as one of the largest concerns facing the international community 
(Strigl 2003: 257). This comment reflects the fact that not only is 
sustainability about "having [an] awareness of the fragility of living 
things, their ecosystems and the resources on which they depend 
[but also] about seeking to implement technical and economic effi-
ciency with a soul and a conscience" (Roper and Beard 2006: 91). 
The implementation of technical and economic efficiency in soci-
ety can be achieved on three levels: the individual, the structural, 
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and the cultural. The remainder of this paper will focus on how the 
building of sustainable homes can be accomplished on these levels 
in order to create a more sustainable relationship with the natural 
environment for future generations. 
The level of the individual recognizes the efforts of individual 
people in trying to contribute to sustainability through their per-
sonal actions. There are several ways in which individuals can 
implement sustainable practices for themselves and influence the 
practices of others. One way is that people can choose to use 
only engineers and architects that are certified by LEED as being 
trained in the use of modern green practices in building design. 
Or, if an individual is searching for a place to live they can choose 
to live in the new green communities being built across the North 
American continent. For example, a new condo complex being 
built in Vancouver has been awarded LEED Silver certification and 
allows its tenants "to sleep at night knowing that their footprint 
on the earth will be lessened just by living there" (Saunders 2006: 
3). This particular condo complex uses 60 percent less water than 
the average condo complex in the area and has an energy savings 
that will reduce consumption by 14 percent (Saunders 2006: 2). 
All of the tenants in this condo complex in Vancouver, and similar 
green based complexes or residential neighborhoods being built 
in Portland and San Francisco, have similar results where each 
participant is reducing the size of their ecological footprint on the 
environment. 
If individuals want to live in a typical neighborhood they can 
also choose to have a personalized sustainable home built. With 
the rise in popularity of these types of home, entrepreneur Steve 
Glenn started a company that can mass produce and ship out 
what he calls "living homes" to green consumers. These homes 
come with all the newest bells and whistles for sustainable homes: 
solar panels, passive lighting, living roofs, water circulation for use 
in radiant heating, and recycled water practices (Palmeri 2006: 
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94-95). Overall, Glenn's Living Homes model offers a solution for 
those who want to decrease their ecological footprint but do not 
have the money or the time to deal directly with an architect who 
could create a personalized home. For those who do have the time 
on their hands, they can choose to create their own sustainable 
homes with energy efficient practices. For example, in Alaska, 
Bob Crosby and Jim Sykes both designed their own homes with 
unique energy efficient features. Crosby created a composting 
toilet that "flushes" with a toss of sphagnum moss and a closed 
water system that constantly uses, filters, and reuses rainwater for 
everyday personal uses (McKinney 2006: 1A). For Sykes, instead 
of building his home with a wooden frame he used straw bale and 
plaster. Very few green conscious individuals are willing to go as 
far as Crosby or Sykes in reducing their ecological footprints, how-
ever, the purchase of a mass-produced Living Home is definitely 
just as good of a step in the right direction. 
Now, if individuals simply are not interested in moving out 
of their current home they have the option to redesign their tra-
ditional home into a sustainable home. This is important because 
as G. Verbeeck and H. Hens (2005) recognized, there will not be 
a significant reduction in greenhouse gas emissions if the pres-
ent housing stock is not retrofitted with sustainable technologies. 
Although there is no doubt that the newly built sustainable homes 
will have a positive impact on the natural environment, it is impor-
tant to recognize that there currently exists millions of homes that 
are highly reliant upon non-renewable resources and practices. 
Therefore, for an overall reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 
homes it is necessary for every home, both traditional and green, 
to adopt sustainable practices. There are the more costly and 
time-consuming solutions such as solar panels, green roofs, radi-
ant heating, and passive energy. However, there are more simple 
solutions that most traditional homes can realistically participate 
in. Proper insulation in the roof, attic, and floor, and thermal 
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glazing on windows, are all small sustainable solutions that have 
big results. Due to most of the gas in home being used for heat-
ing purposes, these simple solutions significantly reduce a home's 
need for fossil fuels. Overall, regardless of whether an individual 
can afford to implement the large or the small sustainable solu-
tions, it is important that those who own traditional homes take 
into consideration what they can do to have a smaller ecological 
footprint. 
The structural level concerns the question of what can be 
done to encourage sustainability on the level of formal laws, 
regulations, and organizations. For example, as was mentioned 
earlier, one way for an individual to influence sustainability is to 
only employ engineers and architects that are trained in the use 
of green practices in building design. Fortunately, as can be seen 
in an interview with a professor at the University of Pittsburgh, 
it appears that this process of picking and choosing may be 
feasible. The University of Pittsburgh just started a Sustainable 
Engineering Fellowship Program because the university decided 
that "engineers must understand that the world is a finite place 
with finite resources, and next generation products and processes 
must be designed within the framework of this complex system" 
(Roach 2006: 2). This statement shows that there is hope that 
the next generation will have a realistic option in finding trained 
individuals to build green homes because engineers and architects 
are those who for the most part decide how buildings are going 
to be constructed and operated. As they begin to recognize the 
environmental impact of our construction habits, their change in 
concerns will become represented in their building blueprints and 
it will become more viable for the average consumer to build or 
purchase a green home. 
The structural level of society also includes the laws and regula-
tions of the government. In reality, this is where the most change 
can take place for if a law required that every home achieved 
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net-zero energy it would have to be done - no questions asked. 
In contrast, if the president of the United States asked people to 
build homes with zero-net energy or the American culture valued 
such a practice, individuals could still choose whether or not to 
participate. Fortunately, in the case of laws and regulations, the 
federal government and some major American cities are beginning 
to pass legislation that encourages or mandates that society takes 
into consideration sustainability concerns for future generations. 
For example, the Federal Housing Administration offers Energy 
Efficient Mortgages (EEMs) that automatically qualify homeowners 
for loans on 100 percent of the cost of qualifying energy efficiency 
measures (Cox & Miro 2000). This loan guarantees that the con-
sumer will get sufficient financial assistance to cover the cost of 
implementing energy efficient measures within a home. Then, 
in Chicago the state government has begun issuing grants to both 
residential and small commercial building owners to install green 
roofs (Sonne 2006). In addition, major cities such as Portland and 
San Francisco are passing ordinances that favor sustainability. For 
example, in San Francisco a recently passed ordinance requires 
that "new public projects over 5,000 square feet must now meet 
the LEED silver standard" (Abbott 2005: 10). Overall, these poli-
cies and many more that exist within the structure of the govern-
ment either provide incentive or require that modern builders take 
sustainability into concern. 
The cultural level concerns the question of what values and 
beliefs in our culture need to be changed in order for American's to 
become interested in sustainability. Author Ted Trainer identified 
that human culture, including America's, does not induce social 
responsibility for environmental issues. For Trainer, "the main 
reason we do not solve the major global problems...is because 
most people are not very or not at all interested in the problems 
or in solving them" (Trainer 2005: 683). To account for this phe-
nomenon, Trainer identifies the problem as being that humans 
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have become "zombie monsters" (Trainer 2005: 685). Humans 
are zombies in that they are not conscious of the environment 
degradation that occurs all around them and monsters in that only 
monsters could be in the presence of such extreme injustice with-
out being emotionally shattered (Trainer 2005). 
For the American culture this phenomenon can be partly 
accounted for by our culturally held value for individuality. Author 
Michael Bell identified that individuality "does not mentally pre-
pare us to recognize how interconnected we all are with our wider 
surroundings, both social and environmental" (Bell 2004: 136). 
This lack in sense of interconnectedness between humans and the 
environment has lead to a culture where we value the rights of the 
individual to economic happiness over the rights of the natural 
world to have the clean air and natural habitat that it needs for 
survival. Therefore, as the culture depicts it as simply the rights 
of the individual to enjoy life to its fullest, we continue on our 
path of becoming un-connected zombie monsters. The solution is 
to help reconnect the human being and the natural environment 
on a mass scale level. This can be accomplished through various 
small and seemingly insignificant steps. Society can decrease the 
amount of roads to encourage people to slow down and walk to 
destinations. Or society could incorporate our connections with 
the environment into the public education system. Even more dar-
ing, news organizations could be more vigilant in reporting to their 
viewers the effects of our lifestyles on the environment. These 
steps and others would encourage individuals to reconsider their 
relationship with the natural world. 
Another cultural value, based upon the idea that the world of 
natural resources is infinite rather than finite, is that bigger means 
better. Or, in modern day society, it can be said that 'smaller 
with more gigabytes' is better. Either way, a term that demon-
strates this value is technological somnambulism. Technological 
somnambulism is defined as people being willing to "sleepwalk 
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through the process of reconstituting the conditions of human exis-
tence" through the adoption of new technologies (Bell 2004: 73). 
In essence, why do members of society seem to sleepwalk through 
life, incorporating new technologies when there are obviously 
more socially and environmentally friendlier options at hand? The 
reasons for this are several, with some of them being that as 
human beings we like increased convenience, the idea of "new 
and better," and most importantly because we think that technol-
ogy will make us happy. Therefore, we continue to remain silent 
in our participation in mass consumption and the mass destruction 
of our environment. The solution to changing this cultural value 
is education that explains how the inputs for all modern-day prod-
ucts have to come from somewhere - and that somewhere is the 
natural environment. People also need to be educated on the fact 
that when we are done with these man-made products the "waste" 
is returned to the environment in a less-natural form that takes 
years for decomposing. If people were properly educated on the 
true effects of their desire for bigger and better technologies they 
would be less likely to 'sleep' through life, following the whims of 
advertisers. 
Another cultural value in American society is instant gratifi-
cation, in which we are predominately interested in immediate 
results and benefits. The first area this can be seen is the cost 
analysis' of contractors. When calculating the total expenditures of 
a building, contractors often times place emphasis on "first costs" 
rather than taking a "life-cycle" cost analysis into consideration 
(U.S. Green Building Council 2002). First costs are the initial costs 
to construct a building while life-cycle costs are the construction, 
operation, and maintenance costs of a building. From a life-cycle 
perspective, the first costs only account for 5 to 10 percent of 
the building's operation and maintenance costs across time (U.S. 
Green Building Council 2002). In contrast, operation and main-
tenance costs account for a whopping 60-80 percent of the total 
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life-cycle costs of a building (U.S. Green Building Council 2002). 
Therefore, although the installation of sustainable technologies 
does increase the first costs, they make up for the extra costs by 
dramatically decreasing the life-costs of a building. The second 
area that the value of instant gratification, or more appropriately 
instant results, can be seen in is the political arena. All govern-
ment officials hold office for short periods of time before they are 
up for vote again. To encourage people to vote for them, politi-
cians mostly focus on policies that produce immediate results. In 
return, because constituents rarely think in terms of twenty years 
in the future, let alone five years in the future, they encourage 
this. The constituents themselves demand immediate results that 
benefit their families from their politicians. Therefore, few politi-
cians are willing to risk re-election by supporting expensive, yet 
sustainable, policies that do not have immediate effects. Overall, 
the cultural value where we think in terms of instant gratification 
rather than delayed gratification is deterring society from taking 
any action in preserving the environment. The most successful 
solution for altering this cultural value is to educate society on 
the fact that it is best to weigh the short term benefits against the 
long term benefits when making a decision. By doing so, optimal 
results can be achieved. 
In conclusion, there is an obvious problem in how our cur-
rent society chooses to operate. As we use fossil fuels as our 
main source for energy a domino-type effect occurs. The mining, 
transport, and burning of fossil fuels - as well as the infrastructure 
needed to perform these functions - directly disturbs ecosystems 
across the world (McDaniel and David 2002). These disruptions 
in and of themselves are substantial, but it is the release of car-
bon dioxide into the atmosphere that has the largest effect on the 
planet's ecosystem. With major greenhouse gas having increased 
more than 30 percent in the last century, it is vital that society step 
back and reexamine how we have chosen to organize ourselves 
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(McDaniel and David 2002). As of 2002, there were 76 million 
residential buildings and nearly 5 million commercial buildings in 
the United States (U.S. Green Building Council 2002). Collectively, 
these buildings consume 37 percent of all energy and produce 
36 percent of total carbon dioxide emission within the United 
States (U.S. Green Building Council 2002). These numbers make 
it apparent that the man-made environment in the United States 
is having an immeasurable impact on the natural environment. 
By implementing the solutions presented, in both residential and 
commercial construction, society can begin to restore the health of 
the planet and create a sustainable foundation for future genera-
tions to build upon. 
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Motherhood is not limited to the physical state of being a 
mother. It is shaped by societal structures, which can vary based 
on ideological, cultural, social, political, and historical contexts, 
influencing women's experiences and identities. When Italian 
fascism transformed from a movement into a party regime in 1921, 
it changed its perspectives on women. Early fascism attracted even 
feminists due to its promise of suffrage and women's rights. As a 
regime, however, it reinvented motherhood to pursue the ends of 
the fascist revolution. 
Motherhood blends essentially different topics relevant to 
women's history, fascism, and the relationship between fascism 
and women. Historians of fascism had widely neglected women 
as subjects of historical study until the women's movement in the 
1960s. In the 1970s, the debate about women's agency during 
fascism that portrayed women as collaborators or as victims 
marked its historiographical beginning.1 With the emergence of 
critical studies in the 1980s, historians called for new interpretations 
beyond the traditional framework to address women's active 
participation in the fascist power structures.2 The Koonz-Bock 
debate showed that early historiography of women and fascism 
was limited to Nazism, which held divergent views about women's 
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roles in fascism.3 Koonz argued that women participated actively 
in Nazism as 'women' and 'potential mothers' because they 
were empowered by the regime's glorification of motherhood.4 
In contrast, Gisela Bock's research on compulsory sterilization 
of "racially impure" women in Nazi Germany expanded Jill 
Stephenson's argument in pointing out that Nazism was "anti-
feminist and patriarchal;" thus, most women must have resisted 
the regime.5 
Cross-national comparisons have shown a variety of fascist 
regimes, and relationships between fascism and women.6 
The question as to whether fascism was a modernizing7 or a 
reactionary8 period for women originated from the debates about 
the nature of fascism.9 The emergence of gender history, along 
with new feminist theories, brought not only new perspectives 
to this debate but also used gender as a category of historical 
analysis.10 Furthermore, oral histories have shown that fascism 
was perceived differently among various groups of women, 
leading to diverse women's experiences, identities, and social 
realities.11 American historians like DeGrazia have contributed 
significantly to the research about the lives of women during 
Italian fascism, showing the effects of social class, race, age, and 
geographical location. DeGrazia reemployed Gramsci's "paradox 
of a contradictory consciousness"12 to interpret the complex 
and contradictory experiences of women during fascism.13 Perry 
Willson's studies of the female working class and peasants' and 
women's mass organizations also support the contradictions and 
nuances of Italian fascism.14 
This paper attempts to deconstruct the argument of fascist 
maternity during the interwar period in Italy. The fascist regime 
constructed motherhood in contradictory and fluid ways, including 
both reactionary and modernizing elements. These contradictions 
are reflected in three themes which, in my opinion, reflect the 
fascist construction of maternity: first, it ideologically subordinated 
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women, second, it was totalitarian in redefining the relationship 
between the private and the public, and finally, female mass 
organizations mobilized some groups of women. Maternity 
intersects with different aspects of the women's lives and of fascist 
society including the ideological, social, cultural, and political. This 
discussion is thus on a broader level; instead of focusing on one 
particular topic, it incorporates different topics relevant to the 
construction of motherhood on a structural level, ranging from 
legislation to health care. (My discussion thus does not include 
the impacts of these structural measures by the fascist regime.) 
Societal structures can give us insights about women's life chances 
and their identities, the relationship between women and fascism, 
the nature of fascism, and the notion of generic fascism. The 
structure of my paper follows the three themes of this discussion, 
demonstrating some of the reasons Italian fascism constructed 
motherhood in the ways that it did. 
The concept of gender was an integral part of fascist ideology 
as demonstrated in its theories, rhetoric, and propaganda. Since 
Ancient Greece, patriarchal power relationships have traditionally 
legitimized gender inequalities through the biological arguments 
of essentialist determinism. It rests on the belief that women and 
men are different by nature, physiologically and psychologically, 
and this fact determines their abilities and functions; these 
tend to be categorized and valued in dichotomist terms. Fascist 
gender ideology utilized this framework but developed it further 
into a more totalitarian approach. Giovanni Gentile, one of the 
most influential fascist ideologues and policy makers, envisioned 
fascism as a "total conception of life."15 In his work "La donna nella 
coscienza moderna" (Woman in modern consciousness), Gentile 
points out fascism's success in reestablishing sex and gender 
differences which, he perceived, had been diminished through 
feminism and the women's movement.16 The fascist conception 
of sex and gender defined strict boundaries between man and 
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woman in categorizing men and women in dichotomist terms. 
This followed the tradition of Western culture which constructed 
women, for instance, as "irrational" and "inferior" while men 
were "rational" and "superior." For the fascists, anything that 
could not be categorized as either man or woman was seen as 
deviant. Gentile's account illustrates this; he denounced the image 
of womanhood in the form of the "donna-uoma" (woman-man), 
the suffragist, and the "third sex," which he associated with 
liberalism and the women's movement, as a "false and ridiculous 
ideal."17 To explain sex and gender differences, Gentile expanded 
the traditional essentialist argument by including the "historical" 
and "cultural" realm: "Questo limite, ch non e...Un limite naturale, 
ma un concetto, un modo di pensare e quindi di sentire, si viene 
determinando in funzione della concezione morale della vita; la 
quale a sua volta, si sviluppa con lo svolgimento della cultura."18 
["This limit, which is not...a natural limit, but a concept, a way of 
thinking and therefore of feeling, is determined as a consequence 
of a moral conception of life, which in turn takes form with 
the development of culture."]19 In addition, Gentile's account 
reaffirmed women's dependence on men in general and husbands 
in particular: "Woman belongs to her husband, and is what she is 
because she is his."20 Gentile's gender theory is significant because 
it shows that gender played a crucial role in fascist ideology. Fascist 
gender ideology rested on dichotomist sex and gender differences; 
in contrast to previous theories of gender and sex differences, 
Gentile's fascist gender theory was not limited to the biological but 
extended to the cultural realm, reflecting its totalitarian nature. 
Based on Durkheim's functionalist model, fascism 
conceptualizes society as an 'organic body' in which different 
parts serve diverse, hierarchical functions. The fascist sociologist 
and policy maker Ferdinando Loffredo developed a more radical, 
compared to Gentile, fascist theory of gender as seen in an excerpt 
of his work Politica della famiglia of 1934: 
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La donna, constituita in modo da matuare nel 
suo corpo il figlio, per i tre quarti di un anno, 
costituita in modo da poter nutrire il figlio, con 
una secrezione del suo organismo, per oltre un 
anno, dotata di qualita che la rendono adatta 
ad allevare ed educare il figlio almeno fino alia 
adolescenza, ciononostante riceve, nella nostra 
civilta, la stessa istruzione che riceverebbe se le 
sue funzioni fossero eguali a quelle deH'uomo.21 
[Woman, made to ripen a child within her body 
for three-quarters of the year, made to nourish 
this child, with a secretion of her organism, for 
longer than a year, endowed with qualities that 
make her able to raise and educate the child at 
least through adolescence, nevertheless receives, 
in our civilization, the same education as if her 
functions were equal to man's.]22 
Loffredo employed an essentialist argument in alluding to differently 
valued functions for men and women. Women's identities were 
confined to their "biological destiny" of childbearing, nurturing 
and caretaking which equated women with the domestic sphere 
of the home as mothers and wives. However, this quote also 
demonstrates ideological contradictions. Despite women's different 
societal functions, women had the right to the same education 
as men. Nevertheless, Loffredo reaffirms women's subordinate 
position to men in the gender hierarchy as seen in his call, "La 
donna deve tornare sotto la sudditanza assoluta dell' uomo: padre 
o marito; sudditanza, e quindi inferiorita: spirituale, culturale 
ed economica."23 "[Woman must return to a state of absolute 
subjection to man: father or husband; subjection and therefore 
inferiority: spiritual, cultural and economic.]"24 His argument 
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proceeds in condemning activities for women outside the home 
including work and sports, and calling for judicial action to reverse 
women's right to work. In contradiction to his previous argument 
for the same education for women and men, he demanded special 
educational programs like home economics to make women 
better housewives.25 In 1939, Giuseppe Bottai, the minister of 
education, proposed a new school charter to implement Loffredo's 
ideas of special education for women. Although Bottai's attempt 
fell short due to capitalist interests in women's cheap labor, 
it shows the impacts of fascist gender theories on the policy-
making process.26 At the core of fascist gender ideology, whether 
Gentile's or Loffredo's theories, is the difference between men 
and women, and women's subordination to men in the gender 
hierarchy. Fascist feminists like Teresa Labriola rationalized this 
development through the so-called "Latin feminism;" it viewed 
the ideological differences, constructed by male fascist theorists, 
as complementary.27 However, as DeGrazia argues, Fascist men 
perceived reality differently in viewing this difference as evidence 
of women's subordinate position in the gender hierarchy.28 The 
argument of gender difference and of subordination premised the 
fascist rhetoric of virility. 
The fascist rhetoric of virility defined rigidly gender-appropriate 
roles, norms, and expectations. According to Barbara Spackman, 
the rhetoric of virility "naturalized both sex and gender."29 
Furthermore, it rigidly enforced gender roles and norms through 
its attempt to make women more feminine and men more 
masculine.30 Women's gender roles were defined through the 
domestic sphere of being a wife and prolific mother as shown 
in the image of the "donna-madre" [the woman-mother].31 In 
contrast, the "new fascist man" was manifested through the 
virile virtues of war and heroism. As Mosse describes, the fascist 
construction of masculinity enforced the identity of a soldier who 
lived in a state of "permanent war" through daily symbols (i.e. 
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military uniform), rituals (i.e. parades) and activities (i.e. physical 
exercise).32 Mussolini's statement of "He who is not a father, 
is not a man!" illustrates the importance of fatherhood to attain 
masculine virility.33 The 'Duce' constructed an image of himself, 
personifying masculine virility. Italian fascist ideology and rhetoric 
used the concept of virility to establish conformity. 
The film A Special Day (1977), directed by Ettora Scora, 
demonstrates the struggles of the two protagonists -the housewife 
Antonietta and her homosexual neighbor Gabriele- to conform 
with these virile gender roles and their expectations.34 In her 
loyalty and admiration of the Duce, Antonietta continues her 
monotonous life 'serving' her six children and husband. As a father 
and soldier, Antonietta's husband embodies the ideal image of 
virile masculinity. He expects his wife to have a seventh child to 
be eligible for material rewards given by the state. In his uniform, 
he takes his children to the parade on the occasion of Hitler's visit 
to Rome. His wife stays at home to do housework where she gets 
to know Gabriele. He is completely different from her husband: he 
is quiet and intellectual. He advocates women's activities outside 
the home as practized by his mother. Since Gabriele does not 
conform to the dominant gender roles of fascist virility (being 
a father, husband and soldier), he experiences exclusion and 
discrimination: Antonietta reacts angrily towards him after he 
rejects her because of his homosexual orientation. He loses his 
job at the radio station; ultimately, the secret police arrest him. 
This film shows the impacts of fascist ideology and propaganda of 
virility on the formation of personal identities of ordinary Italian 
people. Based on the notion of virility, men and women were 
expected to conform to the dominant gender roles and associated 
norms such as heterosexuality, marriage and children.35 If they did 
not, they experienced stigmatization and repression at different 
societal levels. 
The rhetoric of virility served also to define gender-appropriate 
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behavior, to critique social changes through modernity and 
urbanization, and to stigmatize internal 'enemies' of the 'New 
Italy.' Employment for women was frowned upon because 
it was seen as "masculine" activity that "sterilized" women 
while unemployed men were seen as "devirilized." According 
to Spackman, an "asymmetrical" relationship of production and 
reproduction between men and women existed in which "only 
men involved in economic production are figured as capable of 
sexual reproduction, whereas involvement in economic production 
is presumed to destroy a woman's ability to reproduce."36 
Spackman's asymmetrical relationship of fascist virility between 
men and women is reflected in Mussolini's opinion about the 
effects of women's work, published in an // Popolo d'Italia article 
of 1934: 
Women's work...is related not just with 
unemployment but also with the demographic 
question. Work, when it is not a direct impediment, 
distracts from procreation, foments independence 
and consequent physical and moral modes that 
are contrary to childbirth. Man, disorientated and 
above all 'unemployed' in all senses, ends up 
renouncing the family.37 
Mussolini states that the employment of women has negative 
consequences for childbearing as well as for women's physical 
and moral well-being. Fascist masculinity, however, was primarily 
defined through men's ability to provide for their families, which 
made the employment of men essential. The quote continues 
arguing that men, in contrast to women, are empowered by 
employment physically and morally. 
The exodus of women from the work force would 
undoubtedly have economic repercussions for 
many families, but a legion of men would lift up 
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their humiliated brow and the number of families 
immediately entering into the life of the nation 
would increase a hundredfold. It is necessary to 
understand that the same work that causes the 
loss of procreational attributes in the woman, 
in the man creates a strong physical and moral 
virility.38 
Mussolini's view about women and employment shows that the 
fascist regime utilized the concept of virility, through its moral 
implications, for political purposes. The same phenomenon was 
employed to stigmatize internal enemies and social changes. 
Communist and intellectual men were seen as anti-virile; they were 
ideologically feminized and thus perceived as morally degenerated 
and infertile.39 During the interwar period, commercialization 
and American popular culture promoted different images of 
womanhood which competed with the fascist image of the prolific 
donna-madre. The visual image Cocktail represents two competing 
images of womanhood: the donna-crisis (the crisis-woman)40 and 
the donna-madre.41 
The donna-crisis sits at the bar drinking. Her dress, jewelry and 
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haircut indicate an urban, bourgeois setting and lifestyle. Her 
posture is bent over, and she looks sickly thin. In sharp contrast, 
the donna-madre image shows a healthy, strong and proud mother 
feeding her child at home; her clothes suggest a rural setting. These 
images functioned as propaganda and played important roles 
in the construction of personal and public identities. Woman's 
identity was to be a mother. Her social roles were limited to the 
domestic sphere of being a mother and a wife. Reducing women 
to their procreative role is inherently oppressive and anti-feminist. 
Furthermore, these competing images of womanhood depict 
different themes of Fascist values, gender ideology and its concept 
of modernity. The donna-madre image evolves eventually into the 
ideal of the "donna-massaie" (the rural housewives) that linked 
fertility with the traditional, romanticized rural life. In contrast, the 
depiction of the crisis woman evokes negative connotations; she 
appears masculine, emaciated, infertile, and immoral. The image 
of the donna-crisis served broader political purposes to reaffirm 
male superiority, to critique the decadent urban, bourgeois 
culture, and to implement social policies.42 Consequently, these 
propaganda images constituted an important link between fascist 
ideology and social policies: fascist values were symbolized through 
these images which were used to legitimize demographic policies 
-- ranging from family planning to migration policies - which I will 
describe later. 
The ideological construction of motherhood did not only have 
a domestic agenda but it ultimately functioned as a means to 
achieve the fascist regime's nationalistic and imperialistic aims. In 
his Naples Speech of 1922, Mussolini's fascist myth of the nation 
envisioned the creation of the Third Italian Civilization, following 
the Roman Empire and the Renaissance.43 
We have created our myth. The myth is faith, a 
passion. It is not necessary for it to be a reality. 
It is a reality in the sense that it is a stimulus, is 
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hope, is faith, is courage. Our myth is the nation, 
our myth is the greatness of the nation! And to this 
myth, this greatness, which we want to translate 
into a total reality, we subordinate everything 
else. For us the nation is not just territory, but 
something spiritual...A nation is great when it 
translates into reality the force of its spirit...but 
at every turn the Roman Empire is the creation of 
the spirit, since the weapons were aimed, not just 
by the arms of the Roman legionaries, but by their 
spirit. Now, therefore, we desire the greatness of 
the nation, both material and spiritual.44 
The central theme is the significance of the fascist myth of the 
nation; it linked the glorified past to the present and to the future 
as well as merged myth with reality. Associated with the spirit 
and passion, the "greatness of the nation" became the ultimate 
goal, making everything else subordinate to that. The rights of 
the Italian people in general and of women in particular. Based 
on the myth of the nation, Mussolini called for a "Caesar" to 
"battle" the perceived illnesses of liberalism and capitalism to save 
western civilization.45 In 1927, Mussolini's Ascension Day speech 
to the parliament announced the "demographic battle;" it marked 
the starting point of putting fascist ideologies of gender and of 
nationalism into practice for a common purpose. 
I tell you that the most fundamental, essential 
element in the political, and therefore economic 
and moral, influence of a nation lies in its 
demographic strength. Let us be quite clear: what 
are 40 million Italians compared to 90 million 
Germans and 200 million Slavs? What are 40 
million Italians compared to 40 million Frenchmen, 
plus 90 million inhabitants of their colonies, or 46 
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million Englishmen plus 450 million people who 
live in their colonies? Gentlemen! Italy, if she is 
to count for anything in the world, must have a 
population of not less than 60 million inhabitants 
by the middle of this century.46 
Mussolini's quote reveals the goal to increase the Italian population 
in order to become an imperial power. He used demographic 
statistics, in conjunction with a patriotic appeal to his audience, 
to justify a change in population policy. Inaugurated in 1926, the 
Instituto centrale di statistica del Regno dTtalia (Central Statistics 
Institute of the Kingdom of Italy—ISTAT) was controlled by the 
government which utilized official statistics for its ideological 
and political purposes.47 Based on statistical reasoning, Italy's 
population size was not sufficient to compete with other European 
nations. The fascist regime thus advocated an increase in birth rate 
which was higher than the European average through high birth 
rates in rural communities, especially in the South and the Islands. 
This phenomenon originated from pre-fascist times when Italy, 
according to the De Grazia, was marked by "two fertility regimes:" 
rural women averaged four children while urban women had 
about two children.48 Based on the fascist notion of virility and the 
disparity of birthrates across regions, Mussolini saw urbanization 
as a particular threat to the growth of birth rates. "There is a kind of 
urbanism which is destructive, which helps render the population 
'sterile', and that is urban industrialism."49 This logic became the 
basis for the ruralization campaign which aimed to reverse the 
trend to urbanization in banning migration from the countryside to 
the cities. This policy, as one of the measures of the demographic 
campaign, showed the totalitarian nature of the regime. 
The demographic campaign translated women's ideological 
subordination into social policy, reducing them to the physical 
being of "reproduction." It legitimized state intervention which 
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affected women's lives at different social levels: the manipulation 
of family dynamics, women's bodies, medicalization, and the rise 
of the welfare state. In her work Mothers of the Nation, Patricia 
Albanese compares past and more recent nationalist regimes; 
she finds a pattern for "nationalism to succeed, ideas of order, 
authority, obedience, faith, and control have to be accepted on 
a national and on a personal level."50 Based on the strategic 
role of women's reproduction, the rise of nationalism has been 
accompanied with an increased control over women. The family 
functions therefore as a "microcosm of the nation." Through the 
manipulation of the family order and family policies, nationalism 
"re-patriarchalizes gender roles and establishes state order and 
control in the name of the collective well-being."51 In confining 
women to being mothers at home, they are stripped of public roles 
which could provide economic independence from patriarchal 
power in the family such as that of fathers, brothers and husbands. 
According to Albanese, nationalist regimes tend to shift their 
social policies over time: seemingly egalitarian family policies are 
replaced by pronatalist patriarchal policies which embody neither 
individual rights nor universal social rights. The fascist regime 
politicized and reconstructed motherhood a "national duty" which 
led to the control of women's bodies.52 
The fascist regime employed science to control reproduction 
and to redefine the boundaries between the private and the 
public. In his work Social Bodies, Horn argues that reproduction 
was premised on the notion of "social defense"—the defense of 
the virility of the social body.53 While liberalism and the Catholic 
Church perceived the physical body and reproduction as "natural" 
and "private," fascism did not see them as such but as public 
entities. 
At the same time that the female body was 
closely identified with reproduction, the body's 
reliability was called into question and made 
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an object of concern...The task was to develop 
social technologies to defend the body of society 
against the disease of infertility, and to manage 
the reproduction of bodies in the social. 
To some extent these measures engaged the 
bodies and practices of both women and men, 
redefining both paternity and maternity as social 
duties, and male and female bodies as loci of 
preventive and repressive interventions. But the 
virility of the social body, like that of the individual 
male, was seen to depend crucially on women.54 
Horn's account illustrates that physical bodies in general and the 
female body in particular were seen as flawed, and constructed as 
objects of public health concern. This legitimized totalitarian state 
intervention into the private sphere through predictive science, 
technology, and management. Based on the concept of social 
defense, the demographic campaign redefined the relationship 
between the individual and the state through legislative measures 
and social policies which I discuss in the next section. 
The regime's demographic campaign affected women in 
general and motherhood in particular through interventionist 
measures which enforced natalism, hygienism and eugenics. 
Although unprecedented in their totalitarian nature and approach, 
they also offered possibilities for women in improving their welfare, 
modernizing motherhood and participating in mass organizations. 
Mussolini as a socialist supported birth control but changed his 
position as a fascist dictator, and the fascist regime's reconciled 
with the Catholic Church through the Lateran Pacts in 1929.55 
The fascist regime aimed to increase the birth rate and to raise a 
healthy population through both punitive and positive measures. 
As part of the Laws on Public Safety, Rocco's Penal Code of 1931 
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included a section called "Delitti contro l'integrita e la sanita della 
stripe [Crimes against the wholeness and health of the race].56 
This suggests that besides the increase in population, the concern 
about the health of the race —eugenics had gained momentum. 
Punitive measures targeted contraception and abortion. Through 
Articles 545 to 551 and 555, abortion was criminalized, leading to 
sentences between two and five years for both the woman and the 
person who executed the abortion. Contraception was regulated 
by Article 553 that prohibited the circulation of information and 
its distribution.57 Through this repressive legislation, women's 
choices of reproduction and control over their own bodies were 
severely limited. Women were put in situations of illegality and 
of risking their health and death when they faced an unwanted 
pregnancy. This social control over women, as a result of its 
ideological subordination, clearly showed its totalitarian character. 
The regime also implemented positive measures to increase the 
birth rates including material and financial rewards for prolific 
mothers: tax exemptions based on family size (1933), federal 
loans depending on number of children, child allowances (1936), 
fertility bonuses, and maternity insurance (1939).58 The marriage 
age was lowered with the notion that young women produce 
healthier offspring. Single and unmarried mothers were financially 
supported, giving them potentially more independence from 
traditional authorities like the peasant patriarch. Financial aid was 
also given to working mothers to ensure their rest in pre- and 
postnatal periods. These measures indicated a centrally organized 
maternity care that had been absent in pre-fascist time.59 State 
intervention diminished legal distinctions between legitimate and 
illegitimate offspring.60 However, these measures were totalitarian 
as well, as Corner points out, since who was included or excluded 
from rewards was often the result of political arbitrariness.61 The 
demographic campaign also attempted to regulate other spheres of 
women's lives and of society. Based on the rhetoric of virility, the 
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regime attempted to drive women, especially middle-class women 
in professional employment, out of the workforce because of its 
"sterilizing effects." Married women were excluded from certain 
jobs. Another provision of the demographic campaign, which I do 
not discuss in detail here, was the restriction of migration through 
the ruralization and anti-urbanization campaign in the late 1920s. 
The establishment of the welfare state provided an 
organizational infrastructure for the demographic campaign with 
its goal to build a "strong" and "healthy" nation. Because the 
rural regions of Southern Italy were poorer and less developed, 
Italy as a whole had higher infant and maternal mortality and 
morbidity than many other countries. In terms of infant mortality, 
the Italian rate was the highest among European nations; in 1930, 
there were about 106 deaths per 1000 live births while Germany 
had 83 deaths and France 76 deaths for the same year.62 This 
development undermined the regime's efforts to increase the 
population, leading to the establishment of ONMI (the National 
Agency for Maternity and Infancy) in 1925. As the President 
of ONMI between 1931 and 1937 Sileno Fabbri stated, ONMI's 
mission was to intervene through science "before mother or 
infant suffered moral and physical harm."63 This is reflected 
in the variety of services provided by ONMI for pregnant and 
nursing mothers, and children, ranging from educational measures 
to avoid illegitimacy and to encourage breast feeding to the 
establishment of health care clinics for pregnant women, mothers, 
and children.64 New health provisions of science and hygiene led 
to the medicalization of childbirth which threatened the status 
and practices of traditional midwives.65 Furthermore, the creation 
of social work schools led to the professionalization of pediatric, 
obstetric and nursing practices.66 These measures of fascist 
family welfare, as De Grazia argues, paternalized increasingly 
women, making women of all classes feel "inadequate, anxious 
and dependent."67 The propaganda poster of ONMI "Put your 
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Maternity and your Offspring under ONMI's Protection" reinforces 
this notion, not only through its verbal statement but also its visual 
image.68 It disproportionately portrays the size of the "Duce," 
leaning over a mother who is nursing her child. The different 
positions and body postures reflect a disparity in power: The 
mother sits and is of smaller body constitution than Mussolini. 
The poster's connotation evokes paternalistic attitudes towards 
women. 
Despite the national significance 
of the demographic campaign, the 
agency was underfunded, relying 
on private donations and the 
assistance of volunteers, primarily 
from members of other fascist 
women's groups. These women 
came usually from a middle class 
and upper-class background because 
they could afford to volunteer their 
services to the party and the cause 
of the nation. Women outside of 
the family structure such as single 
mothers, poor widows and those women whose husbands for 
different reasons could not provide for them tended to be targeted 
by ONMI. Female middle- or upper class 'experts,' as reflected in 
the image of the donna fascista, were perceived by working class 
and peasant women as intervening into private homes. These 
dynamics are illustrated in Saraceno's findings: 
The attempts by the fascist 'ladies' to indoctrinate 
working women on the best ways to rationalize 
housework and on how to have a lovely home must 
have seemed similarly ridiculous and insulting. An 
elderly riceworker I interviewed some time ago 
still had bitter memories of this. 
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This suggests that social class played an important role within 
the framework of gender, supporting the notion of the complex 
and contradictory relationship between Italian women and the 
fascist regime. In addition to gender, lower class women were 
also controlled based on social class and party.70 Welfare services 
thus served also as social controls in extending the regime's 
network of surveillance of the population in general and lower 
class women in particular.71 Yet, ON MI like other female fascist 
groups had a male-dominated hierarchy in which women were 
excluded from real political power. As Willson stated, "the only 
sphere where Fascist women ever had real power was over other 
women, the poorer women who were the recipients of party 
welfare."72 As Italy's first public service related to the welfare of 
mother and children, ONMI redefined motherhood and its social 
meaning. Welfare services represented two major themes which 
characterize not only the fascist construction of motherhood but 
also the relationship between fascism and women: On the one 
hand, it legitimized totalitarian government intervention into 
the previously private sphere of the home. Furthermore, welfare 
services excluded certain groups of women who did not conform 
to fascist ideology or racial standards. Jewish mothers and children 
did not benefit from ONMI welfare since the anti-Jewish race 
laws of 1938.73 Based on fascist ideology, women's welfare was 
subordinated to the children. On the other hand, it contributed to 
the modernization of motherhood and the mobilization of middle 
and upper class women. However, these welfare services were 
'gendered' in their nature because they included activities such 
as child-bearing, nurturing, caretaking, and home-management 
which were predominately associated with the domestic sphere of 
women's work. As a result, the fascist regime contradicted itself: 
In the process of socializing women to become more effective 
'angels of the hearths,' women were increasingly removed from 
the 'hearths' in pursuing public roles. This contradiction increased 
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further with the growing number of female mass organizations 
which, in addition to welfare services, offered women a variety of 
opportunities outside the realm of the home. 
In the course of the 1930s, more and more women increasingly 
participated in a variety of female mass organizations. In addition 
to providing welfare services, these mass organizations aimed 
to build consensus along different age groups, social groups, 
and activities. By the outbreak of WWII, twenty five percent of 
the female population aged twenty and over were organized in 
women's organizations.74 As chart 3 (see appendix) shows, the 
enrollment of different female youth and women's organizations 
—Little Italians, Young Italians, Young Fascists, Women Fascists, 
Rural Housewives, and Women Workers— increased significantly 
between 1925 and 1942.75 These women-only organizations (fasci 
femminili) were modeled after the Women in the National Fascist 
Party (Partito Nazionale Fascista, PNF). The PNF was the first and 
largest Fasci Feminili group with a truly mass female membership; 
it combined political propaganda with practical instructions to 
improve domestic science, child-care and hygiene.76 As Willson 
states, "from 1932, it was compulsory for every local party branch 
to have a Fascio Femminille."77 The organization of the Massaie 
Rurali (MR), another section of the fasci feminili, illustrates the 
regime's mission "to go to the people" as the predominant theme 
of the totalitarian mass mobilization during the 1930s. It provided 
extensive training programs that aimed, as Willson states, "to give 
moral, social and technical assistance to rural women, promote 
technical education on small-scale farming methods as well 
as domestic science, childcare and craft manufacturing and to 
discourage the rural-urban shift."78 In recruiting women, the regime 
lured women with moral and material rewards. Women's services 
to the state, whether in form of their labor or of motherhood, 
were promoted as "patriotic duty" and "sacrifice."79 Women's 
participation in mass organizations increased conflict between the 
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family and the state: women pursued a public role in serving the 
state while the state intervened in the home, taking over women's 
traditional roles.80 These contradictions can be seen in a variety 
of other examples: Female youth and women's organizations 
such as SOLDO offered sports activities as illustrated in the image 
of the "donna sportive [sports woman]" which contradicted the 
fascist ideology of gender, of morality, and thus of virility.81 Some 
fascist women were able to participate in international women's 
conferences related to welfare issues. This resulted in a paradox: 
while the regime ideologically domesticated women, keeping them 
in the home as mothers and wives, these mass organizations 
gave many women for the first time a public -professional- role, 
outside the home. 
This paper deconstructed some contradictions inherent to the 
ideological, social, political and cultural realm of fascist maternity in 
Italy during the interwar period. In a cause and effect relationship, 
fascist values were intrinsically linked to the concept of sex and 
gender. Fascist gender ideology rested on the belief of women's 
subordination to men in the gender hierarchy. The fascist myth 
of the nation reinforced fascism's national and imperial goals. 
In conjunction with the fascist gender ideology, the ideology of 
nationalism legitimized the social reconstruction of the previously 
private into a public sphere that could be targeted by scientific state 
intervention. The process of controlling reproduction reinforced 
patriarchal power relationships of the family and of the society, 
social control, and suppression. Women's identities and roles 
were reduced to their 'biological destiny.' In this way, motherhood 
was the instrumental means of the fascist regime to achieve 
nationalist and imperial ends. However, the fascist construction 
of motherhood included also modernizing elements which varied 
depending on women's class, age, race, and residence. Welfare 
services modernized motherhood in terms of medicalization and 
professionalization. Female mass organizations provided women 
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(especially middle-and upper-class) new possibilities of professional 
careers and public roles; paradoxically, this occurred in the very 
process of socializing other women into the role of motherhood. 
However, this mobilization was limited and differed widely among 
diverse groups of women. Women did not have real political power 
in these organizations; leadership positions were mainly preserved 
for men. These mass organizations did not play a political role but 
their functions were social and ideological in "nationalizing" the 
female masses. 
The regime did not exist in a vacuum; it evolved during the 
interwar period and responded to internal and external forces. 
Originating from Catholic traditions, the fascist regime reinvented 
motherhood and its social meaning to reestablish patriarchal power 
relationships, and to respond to changing social, economic and 
political realities. The grievances of the economic depression could 
not have been managed without the welfare services provided by 
women. Corporate interests depended on cheap female labor for 
the advancing industrial sector. Therefore, the fascist ideology of 
virility, as reflected in the ideological imprint of the demographic 
campaign, was never fully implemented. Since the beginning 
of the 20th century, liberal governments —in Italy and other 
European states— and the Roman Catholic Church feared the 
negative effects of modernization and of industrialization on the 
fertility rate. (In Italy, the legislation of the Rocco Code was in place 
until the 1970s, showing continuities of demography and concepts 
of motherhood.) 
The fascist approach, however, to control women's bodies 
for national, imperial causes was unprecedented. Abortion and 
contraception were criminalized; this was enforced through state 
institutions. Through mass organizations and scientific practices, 
the welfare state redefined the relationship between women 
and the state, reflecting the nature of the fascist dictatorship. 
This constituted a new -totalitarian- form of patriarchy, leading 
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to a different level of social control and surveillance. However, 
dynamics changed over time; with the Ethiopian war in 1935, the 
fascist regime increasingly relied on the women at the 'home front', 
and their moral, social, economic contributions. This affected the 
regime's perspectives about women and mothers, granting them 
more societal status and 'rolling back' some of its initial policies 
such as limiting women's work. 
My three themes discussed the construction of maternity, 
showing the contradictory nature of the fascist regime. Fascist 
gender policies reflected the totalitarian nature of the fascist 
regime. A critical debate about the nature of fascism must continue 
in order to prevent the normalization and historicization of 
fascism, and ultimately to protect democracy from different kinds 
of totalitarianism. 
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Translation from Russian to 
English: The Nature-Ethic 
Park 'Beringia'-Results and 
Perspectives. 
Jean Kollantai 
Russian 301: Advanced Russian I 
Dr. Susan Kalina, Professor 
Prepared for the Beringia Days Conference - 2006 
by the Park Director, Natalya Kalyuzhina 
From the history of the creation of the park 
The creation of a complex of protected territories and aquatic 
areas in the eastern part of the Chukotka Peninsula is solving the 
problem of the preservation of the natural and cultural heritage of 
Beringia on the Russian side. 
The idea of the creation of a park in the region of the Bering 
Strait came from the unity of territory, the commonality of the flora 
and fauna, the exceptional biodiversity of living nature, the necessity 
of preserving the natural heritage, the commonality of the cultural 
heritage of the native peoples populating the region. 
As is already well known, this was preceded by the signing by 
the presidents of the US and the USSR in June, 1990, of an agreement 
about the creation of an international nature park in the region of the 
Bering Strait. 
The history of the nature-ethnic park Beringia constitutes 13 
years. The official date of the creation of the Park is considered to 
be January 27, 1993. 
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The territory of the park encompasses two regions: the 
Chukotskiy and the Providenskiy. The overall area is 3,053,300 
hectares including the aquatic area along the shorelines. The park s 
territory includes about 100 ancient settlements and nomad campsites, 
a large number of ritual structures, monuments of nature. 
The territory of the park represents the most important 
crossroads of migratory routes of land and sea organisms, and in 
flora it is the richest area of the Arctic world. The repeated migrations 
of the ancient hunters, traveling across the land bridge to the North 
American continent, passed here. This is the center of the origin and 
growth of the unique ancient Bering Sea maritime hunting culture, 
which to this day is the basis of the Chukchi and Eskimo life. Three 
of four millennia of unbroken cultural continuity are traced here. 
In essence, all of this territory represents a gigantic complex of 
archeological and historical monuments. 
Commentary on the moving of the park management to Provideniva 
Until this year, the office of the director of the park was located 
in Anadyr. In the course of the last 3 years, the director of the park 
was Boris Innokentevich Vdovin, who in the beginning of the 1990 s 
participated in the work of the development of the technical-economic 
feasibility study in the capacity of chief planner. A certain amount 
of work was accomplished through this time period. Many things are 
still listed as initiatives and projects. But a general strategy of park 
activities, mapped out in phased steps, was produced. 
In 2004 a few changes were made in the activities of the park, 
and a new jurisdictional address was approved. In the spring of 2006 
the office of the director of the park moved to Provideniya and today 
carries out its activities in its immediate territory. 
The office is located in the center of the town, and has space in it 
equipped for work and for a visitors center. 
Because of Boris Vdovin s return to his permanent place of 
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residence in St. Petersburg I began as the director of the park in June 
of this year. 
A little about myself. I have been in Chukotka since 1985. I 
worked as a teacher in national villages in the Provideniya Region: 
an Eskimo settlement, New Chaplino, and a Chukchi settlement, 
Enmelen. Working in the sphere of nature preservation is new to me, 
is extremely interesting, and answers the call of my soul. 
Activities of the park 
The main goals and tasks in the activities of the park: 
the preservation of typical and unique natural complexes and sites; 
the preservation of monuments of archeology, history, culture and 
other sites of ancient Beringia; 
the organization of ecological education for the public 
the development and incorporation of the scientific method of 
protection and rational use of the natural and cultural heritage. 
The territory of the park includes two branches, the Providenskiy 
and Chukotskiy branches, with fixed areas for observation and 
supervision by the inspectors. Mainly the areas supervised by the 
inspectors are located along the coast in 9 populated settlements. 
There are 12 inspectors. Mainly they are indigenous people of the 
villages, genuinely enthusiastic, with great knowledge of the places 
entrusted to them and having good contact with the residents and 
greatly respected by them. Their work is difficult and at times 
dangerous. The inspectors supervision encompasses a large 
territory, and they use machinery—car, snow machine, whaleboat 
and dogsled. We do everything possible to ease their work, and it is 
extremely important to ensure that they are outfitted and equipped. 
We rely on the help of the Department of Industry and Agriculture of 
the Chukotka Autonomous Okrug, which always provided all possible 
assistance and support. 
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The main basis of the inspectors work is monitoring the 
condition of the natural and cultural environment. Besides this they 
record compliance by enterprises, individual citizens and members of 
the expeditions with the nature preservation regime in the territory of 
the park. 
In the summer the inspectors work with tourism and scientific 
organizations. The results of the work of the inspectors have already 
found reflection in a series of monographs published in past years. 
A standard program of observation was developed for improving the 
work of the inspectors with scientific organizations. On its basis 
individual programs were created for every inspector to inventory 
local distinctive features and the character of objects. 
Every inspector, in accordance agreement with this program, 
carries out regular observations of: 
' events of nature, for example, the first snow, smoke from tundra 
fires; 
' wildlife: the condition, number, and composition of species of 
walrus species in their breeding grounds; 
' the condition of the cultural heritage, making recordings of 
reminiscences jointly with the museum s employees; 
The following objects/sites require special consideration and 
observation: 
' the ancient Eskimo settlement of the 14th-20th centuries in Avan; 
' Cape Chukotka; 
• the Yien Spit (Plover), a site with a high concentration of monuments 
of nature, history and culture; 
• the Imtyk Lagoon, a site of a number of ancient settlements and 
bird rookeries; 
' the Senyavin Strait, a monument of nature and culture; 
' Yttygran Island, where there is a well-known cultural monument 
Whalebone Alley ; 
' the special types of vegetation; 
' preservation of the subsistence uses of nature—reindeer herding, the 
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household use of dog sledding, whale and walrus hunting, fishing; 
' national holidays. 
Interesting findings 
The inspectors often make interesting findings and discoveries in 
the course of their work. 
So, for example, in the region of the Chaplino hot springs during 
an investigation of a coastal strip of land from Cape Sivolkut, an 
Eskimo settlement was found which had been previously unknown 
in the literature and other sources. It was located on a high sea 
cliff, where there the traces of 2-3 semi-subterranean dwellings, a few 
meat pits and platforms for contemporary Eskimo stationary yarangs 
(tents) were distinguishable. The sea cliffs exposed the cultural layer 
in the place where the semi-subterranean dwellings were, and inside, 
stumps from posts made from the lower jawbone of the Bowhead 
whale were well-exposed. It was suggested that the settlement be 
called East Sivolkut (Sivolkut I), since on the western side of the 
cape there also probably would be a settlement, and to place it in 
the register of monuments of history and culture, to conduct further 
research on the settlement. Probably it is one of many settlements of 
the Unazygmyt (Chaplino Eskimos). 
Publication of the informational leaflet Beringia 
In 2004 the Beringia park began publication began of an 
informational leaflet for the coordination of the work of the inspectors. It 
touches on the main events in the life of the park, gives useful advice 
and recommendations for the organization of ecological monitoring. The 
inspectors use the information from the leaflet in their work and for 
discussions with the population. Currently seven issues have been published. 
Publication of the leaflet is planned to continue, since many local inhabitants 
are interested in the information received from Beringia park. 
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Main problems 
In the process of the work of the inspectors and as a result of their 
observation, a number of problems are revealed which are related to 
the state of natural and cultural diversity. Thus, the increase in the 
process of climatic warming has led to the erosion of the coastlines. 
With this has come the active destruction of archeological monuments 
—cultural layers and remnants of ancient settlements. At the location 
of the ancient Eskimo settlement Kivak in the last 50 years 15 meters 
of coastal land had eroded. It s possible to compare how in just 
a year the place of an ancient settlement had deteriorated. The 
southern shore of the spit of Yien had deteriorated along with an 
Eskimo and more ancient settlement. At the place of the settlement 
of Avan strong storms literally wash away dwellings right before our 
eyes. At each visit the inspector records the collapse of the small 
masses of unstudied complex of ancient structures. 
Yandogai, not far from Lavrentiya, and many other places are in 
this disastrous state. 
Taking into consideration that the majority of the ancient 
archeological monuments is found along the coast of the eastern part 
of the Chukotka Peninsula, the loss of the evidence of the development 
of the ancient Bering Sea and more ancient cultures becomes 
irreplaceable. It is imperative to develop a plan for saving everything 
that can be saved. The resources of the park inspectors are extremely 
limited. In the better circumstances they can only record in photos or 
on video, to reflect the intensity of destruction in their observations. 
Unfortunately, the washout of the sea coast and the disappearance 
of the freshwater Lake Koralskoe in the Chukotskiy Region was 
recorded last year. 
Some organizations interested in this problem have already 
undertaken some efforts. In July-August of this year (2006) in the 
territory of the Providenskiy Region an archeological group under the 
direction of history professor Alexander Orekhov carried out salvage-
rescue excavations in the ancient Eskimo settlement of Kivak. In all 
they gathered 2700 objects of archeology, dating to the epoch of the 
ancient Bering Sea and Punuk. The main materials were taken from 
the talus of the cultural layer. 
Also a trip to the Stone Age site of the Puturakh was carried 
out. 
In Lavrentiya a group of scientists is working, carrying out 
observation of the permafrost. 
In relation to the historical monuments, there exists not only 
the factor of nature, but unfortunately, a human one. This is the 
independent excavation of the ancient settlements by inhabitants 
of the nearby villages. The inspectors can stop this only by 
strengthening their educational work with the local population, and 
continuing cooperation with the local organs of authority and control 
and elders councils. 
Scientific-research work in the territory of the park 
Scientific-research activity is conducted in the area of the park. 
In 2005 a Swedish scientific expedition worked here, as well as 
American geologists. Information about the use of mushrooms by 
the local inhabitants was collected. In the last month in the office of 
the park worked with representatives of the Russian International 
Academy of Tourism with the purpose of scientific research on the 
resources of the territory of the park for the development of tourism. 
They used the material in the library of the park and visited one 
of the prospective places for the creation of an international youth 
camp, the Chaplino hot springs. Ongoing scientific-research work 
on the territory and the aquatic area of the park is being carried out 
by employees of Churkotka Branch of the Pacific Scientific Research 
Fisheries Center. In April of this year (2006) the directorate of the 
park hosted a group of students from Iowa in our visitors center. The 
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students were studying the Bering Sea culture. Many of them used 
materials from the archives of the park, and were very appreciative 
to Boris Vdovin for his interesting information and warm welcome. 
Main directions 
One of the tasks of the park is the creation of conditions for 
regulated ecological tourism and recreation in the natural conditions. 
Attempts to involve the Chukotskiy Region, and in particular, the 
territory of the park, in the sphere of tourism currently have a rather 
unsystematic character. It is possible that this is the result of the 
general condition of the tourism industry in our country. But we 
are sure that the development of tourism in Chukotka is a promising 
matter. It is important to find correct and optimal decisions in 
the first and following stages of organization, to take into account 
the specifics of the place. Here the park can offer concrete help in 
providing consultation on the state of natural and ethic factors, to 
provide more detailed information about the possible difficulties, to 
work out informational leaflets. 
Over a period of a number of years, the nature-ethnic park 
Beringia has worked in close cooperation with the Museum of 
the Beringian Heritage. The goals and tasks of the park and of the 
museum activities mainly coincide. They carry out consultation, 
joint trips to places of ancient settlements. The theme of Beringia 
constantly is present in excursions and in lectures of the museum, and 
the Beringia exposition at the museum is being expanded. 
Next winter an educational seminar is planned for the inspectors 
of the park. Materials and resources of the museum will be used. In 
order to organize such a seminar it is necessary to involve specialists 
from the Okrug. Also it is desirable to continue cooperation with the 
National Park Service of the U.S. in the area of training and educating 
staff. 
In the plan of work for the park is the formation of a library fund, 
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which today has 500 units. 
An important avenue in the further work of the park is education. 
The park has enough resources to involve the children and young 
people in ecological education, to work in cooperation with the 
educational institutions of the regions, to create a youth club based 
at the park. There are also broad possibilities in ethnographical 
studies. 
The issue of the preservation of the cultural heritage of the 
ancient peoples is very real at the present time. One prominent person 
said, When a person dies, the whole universe dies. Unfortunately, 
the elders are dying, taking with them an enormous amount of 
information which has not been claimed by the succeeding generation. 
The park inspectors carry out work on the collection of ethnographic 
materials. Over the period of the past two years they have taken 
part in a joint project with the museum, called Faces of Chukotka, a 
collection of images of the native inhabitants of Chukotka. 
Interest in the unique, two millenniums long Bering Sea culture 
and the cultures of Okvik and Punuk that replaced it grows with 
each day during around the world. People who visit even once 
cherish indelible impressions of the beauty of this place, the living 
combination of contemporary and ancient, of being a part of the 
ecological and ethnic uniqueness of the region, its significance in the 
history of the development of mankind. For this, in order to have 
the possibility of getting information on all the natural complexes and 
sites that have remarkable historical, ecological, cultural and aesthetic 
value, we work. We are always open to cooperative efforts with those 
who will necessarily make use of the riches of the territory for nature 
preservation, educational, scientific-research and cultural purposes. 
And also count on their help, support and understanding. 
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This piece is the translation from Russian to English of the 
written version of a presentation by Natalya Kalyuzhina at the Beringia 
Days International Conference held in Anchorage in September, 2006, 
sponsored by the Shared Beringian Heritage Program of the National 
Park Service, www.nps.gov/akso/beringia 
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H3 ucmovuu co3daHUR navKa. 
3a^ana coxpaHemiii npnpo/nroxo n xyjiBxypHoxo Hacjie/nci 
BepHHXHH Ha Poccnncxon cxopoHe peinaexca nyxeM co3/jaHHii 
KOMnneKca oxpairaeMBix xeppnxopHH n axBaxopnn B BOCXOHHOH nacxn 
Hyxoxcxoxo nonyocxpoBa. 
H/jeen co3/jaHHii napxa B paiioHe BepHHXOBa nponHBa cxajio 
e/jiiHCXBO xeppnxopHH, o6mHocxi> XHBOXHOXO H pacxHxentHoxo Mnpa, 
HCKmoHHxenBHoe 6Hopa3Hoo6pa3He 5KHBOH npnpo/jBi, Heo6xo/nxMocxB 
coxpaHeHHa npnpo/nroxo Hacjie/nci, O6II[HOCXB KyjiBxyp KopeHHBix 
Hapo^oB, Hacejiinonnxx pexiioix 
KaK yxe H3BecxHO, sxoMy npe/jiiiecxBOBajio no/nrncaHne 
npe3H^eHxaMH CIIIA n CCCP B moHe 1990 xo/ja coxnaineHHa o 
co3^aHHH Mex^yHapo^Hoxo npnpo/nroxo napxa B paiioHe BepHHXOBa 
nponHBa. 
Hcxopna npnpo/nro-axHmecxoxo napxa «EepnHXHJi» napxa 
HacHHXBmaex 13 nex. OfJiHunajiBHOH /jaxon co3/jaHHJi napxa cnnxaexca 
27 aHBapa 1993 x. 
Teppnxopni! napxa oxBaiBmaex 2 panoHa: Hyxoxcxirii n 
IIpoBH/ieHCXHH. 06maa njioma/jB - 3053,3 xa BXMOHaa npn6pe5XHBie 
axBaxopnn. Ha xeppnxopnn pacnono5xeHO oxono 100 /jpeBHnx 
nocenxoB n cxon6nm, 6ojiBinoe xojiHHecxBO pnxyajiBHBix coopyxemin, 
naMiixHHXOB npnpo/jBX 
Teppnxopni! napxa npe^cxaBJiaex co6on BaiXHenninn 
nepexpecxox MHxpannoHHBix nyxeii Ha3eMHBix n Mopcxnx opxami3MOB, 
(JuiopncxHHecxn 3xo Han6ojiee 6oxaxBin paiioH MnpoBon Apxxnxn. 
3/jecB npoxo/nuxn Heo/nroxpaiHBie MnxpannH /ipeBmix OXOXHHXOB, 
nepeine^ninx no cyxonyxHOMy Mocxy Ha CeBepoaMepnxaHcxnH 
xoHximeHi. 3xo nenxp B03HHXHOBeHHii n pacnBexa yHnxajiBHon 
flpeBHe6epnHXOBOMopcxon Mopcxoii 3Bepo6onHon xyjiBxypBi, xoxopaa 
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RO CHX nop aBJiaexca OCHOBOH 5KH3HH Hymen n SCKHMOCOB. 3/jecB 
npocnexHBaexca HenpeptiBHaa KyntxypHaa npeeMCXBeinrocxB Ha 
npoxjDKemni 3-4 XBicflHejiexirii. IIo cymecxBy BC« sxa xeppnxopnji 
npe^cxaBJiaex co6oii xnxaHXCKHH KOMnneKC apxeonoxinecKHX n 
HcxopinecKiix naMinmiKOB. 
KoMMenmayuu K neveeidv duvehaiuu navKa e n. IIvoeudeHun 
J\o HtmeiiiHexo xo/ja /inpeicnHJi napxa Haxo/nmacB B X. 
AHa/jBipe. B xeHemie nocjie/jmix 3 nex napKOM pyKOBO/jnji Eopiic 
HHHOKeHXBeBHH B/JOBHH, KoxoptiH B Hanajie 1990-x ynacxBOBan B 
pa6oxe Ha/i exo xexmnco-SKOHOMnHecKHM o6ocHOBaHHeM B KanecxBe 
xnaBHOxo HHxeHepa. 3a sxox oxpe30K BpeMeHH npo/jejiaHa 
onpe^eneHHaa pa6oxa. MHOxoe noxa HHCJIHXCJI B cnncice HaHHHaHirii H 
npoeKXOB. Ho BBipa6oxaHa o6maa cxpaxexna /jejnejiBHOcxn napxa, 
HaMeneHBi noaxanHBie maxH. 
B 2004 xo/jy B /jejxrejiBHOcxB napxa 6BIJIH BHeceHBi HeicoxopBie 
H3MeHeHH5i, yxBepx/jeH HOBBIH ropH^HHecKHH a/jpec. BecHoii 2006 
/jnpeKnnji napxa nepeexana B n. rtpoBH^eHna H ocymecxBJiaex cexo/pra 
CBOIO ^eaxenBHOcxB Henocpe/jcxBeHHO Ha CBoeii xeppnxopnn. 
Ilofl 0(})HC BBi^ eneHO noMeiqeHHe B nernpe nocenKa. 
06opy/joBaHBi Mecxa /JJIJI pa6oxBi, opxaHH30BaH BH3HX-ixeHxp. 
B CBJI3H C BBie3flOM Ha nOCXOJIHHOe MeCXO 5KHXejIBCXBa B X. 
CaHKX- IIexep6ypx B/joBHHa Bopnca JxHHOKeHXBeBHHa, c HIOHJI sxoxo 
xo/ja /jnpeiciopoM napxa Ha3HaHeHa a. 
HeMHOxo o ce6e. Ha Hyicoxice c 1985 xo/ja. Pa6oxana ynnxejieM 
B HainxoHaHBHBix cenax npoBH/jeHcicoxo panoHa: 3CKHMOCCKOM - HoBoe 
HannHHO, nyKoxcKOM 3HMeneH. Pa6oxa B npnpo/jooxpaHHon ctjiepe 
3xo HOBoe fljia Mem nejio, npe^cxaBJiaexca MHe Kpaibie HHiepecHBM, 
oxBenaex 30By MO en jsynrn. 
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Henmejibnocmb navKa 
OcHOBHtie nejni H 3a/jaHii B ^eaxenBHOcxH napxa: 
coxpaHeHHe 3xajioHHtix H ymiicajiBHBix npiipo/jHBix 
KOMnneKCOB H o6x>eKXOB; 
- coxpaHeHHe naMirmiiKOB apxeojiorini, HCTopiiii, KyjiBxypBi H 
flpyxHX o6x>eKXOB Hacjie/nci BepHHXHH; 
- opramoaniiji 3KOJioxHHecicoxo npocBemeHHa Hacejiemiii; 
- pa3pa6oxKa H BHe/jpemie HayHHBix Mexo^oB oxpaHBi H 
paiiHOHanBHOxo HcnonB30BaHHa npiipo/nroro H KyjiBxypHoxo Hacjie/nra. 
Ha xeppnxopHH napxa pa3MemaioTCJi 2 (Jnuniajia - npoBii/jeHCKirii H 
HyKoxcKHii, onpe^eneHBi ynacxKH /JJIJI HaOjuo/jemiH H 3aKperuieHBi 3a 
HHcneiciopaMH. B OCHOBHOM HHcneiciopcKHe ynacTKH pacnojioxeHBi 
B/JOJIB no6epe5KB« B 9 6eperoBBix HaceneHHBix nyHKTax. 
HHcneicropcKHH cocTaB - 12 nejioBeic. 3 T O B OCHOBHOM - KopeHHBie 
5KHTenH cen, HacToamne 3HTy3iiacTBi, BejiiiKOJieimo 3HaioT BBepeHHBie 
HM Mecxa, HMeioT xoponiHH KOHTaicr c 5KHTejiiiMH, nojiB3yioTCJi cpe/jii 
HHX yBaxeHHeM. Hx Tpy/j TJDKejiBiii H nopoii onacHBiii. HHcneicropaM 
npHXO^HTCa OXBaTBIBaTB 60JIBIHHe TeppHTOpHH flJIH Ha6]IIOfleHHH, 
HcnonB3ya TexHHKy - Maniima, CHeroxo/jBi, BenB6oTBi H co6aHBii 
ynpjDKKii. M B I CTapaeMca /jejiarB Bee B03M05KHoe, HTO6BI o6jierHHTB HX 
Tpy/j, Kpaitee Ba5KHO o6ecneHHTB HX CHapjDKemieM H oOopy/joBamieM. 
Ho MBI Ha^eeMca Ha IIOMOIHB flenapTaMeHxa npoMBiniJieHHOH H 
CejIBCKOX03«HCTBeHHOH nOJIHTHKH HAO, KOTOpBIH BCeiTja OKa3BIBajI 
HaM nocHUBHyio IIOMOIHB H no^^ep5KKy. 
OCHOBOH pa6oTBi HHcneKTopoB aBJiaeTca MOHHTOPHHT cocrojimiJi 
npHpo^HOH H KyjiBTypHOH cpe/jBi. noMHMO 3Toro (})HKCHpyeTca 
co6jno^eHHe npiipo/jooxpamioro pe5KHMa npe/nipiiiiTiiJiMii, OT/jejiBHBiMii 
rpax^aHaMH H 3Kcne/niniiomiBiMii rpynnaMH Ha TeppHTopini napxa. 
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B JiexHHH nepiio/j HHcneKxopa coxpy/jHHHaiox c xypHcxirxecKHMH H 
HayHHBiMH opxaHH3anjiiiMH. MaxepnanBi pa6oxBi HHcneiciopoB yxe 
HaniJiH oxpaxemie B pa/je MOHOxpafjurii, H3/jaHHBix B nocjxe/nxne XO/JBI. 
,H,jia yjxyHiHemia pa6oxBi HHcneiciopoB pa/joM HayHHBix 
opxaHH3anjrii 6BiJia pa3pa6oxaHa xnnoBaa nporpaMMa Ha6mo/ieHHH. Ha 
ee ocHOBe co3/jaHBi HH/nxBH/jyajiBHBie npoxpaMMBi /jjxa Kax/joxo 
HHcneKxopa c ynexoM MecxHBix ocoOeHHOcxeii H xapaicxepa o6x>eKXOB. 
Kax/jBiH HHcneiciop, coxnacHO CBoeii npoxpaMMe, Be^ex 
pexynapHBie Ha6mo/ieHHa: 
- 3a npnpoflHBiMH aBJiemiaMH, HanpnMep, nepBBiii CHex, /JBIM OX 
xyH^poBBix noxapoB; 
- 3a 5KHBOH npnpoflon - cocxoamie n HHCJieHHOciB BH/JOBOXO 
cocxaBa Mopxen, cnBynen Ha ne5K6nmax; 
- 3a cocxoamieM KyjiBxypHoxo Hacjie/nxa, Be/jyx 3anncH 
BocnoMHHaHHH coBMecxHO c coxpy/nxnicaMH My3ea; 
npeflMexoM oco6on 3a6oxBi aBJiaexca Ha6mo/ieHHe 3a xaKHMH 
oOteKxaMH, KaK 
- /ipeBHe3CKHMOccKoe noceneHHe 14-20 BeKOB Ha ABaHe; 
- MBIC HyKoxcKirii; 
- Koca HiieH (TiJXOBep) - o6x>eici noBBinieHHOH KOHHeHxpaHHH 
naMaxHHKOB npnpo/iBi, Hcxopnn H KyjiBxypBi; 
- naxyHa HMxyK, x/je Haxo/nxxca pa/i /jpeBHnx nocejiemin H 
nxHHBH 6a3apBi; 
- npojiHB CeHaBHHa - naMaxHHK npnpo/jBi n KyjiBxypBi; 
- ocxpoB HxxBixpaH, x/je Haxo/jnxca mnpoKO H3BeciHBin 
KynBxypHBiii naMaxmnc «KnxoBaa ajuiea»; 
- oco6Bie BH/IBI pacxeHnn;- coxpaHeHHe xpa^HHHOHHOxo 
npHpoflono]iB30BaHHa - ojieHeBO/jciBO, HcnojiB30BaHHe B 
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xo3iiHCXBe co6aHBHX ynpjDKeic, oxoxa Ha KHXOB H MopxeH, 
pti6ojioBCXBo; 
- HainxoHaHBHBie upeajxmnai. 
HnmevecHbie Haxoduu 
B pa6oxe HHcneiciopoB nacxo Bcxpenaioxca HHxepecHBie Haxo/jKH 
H OXKpBIXHJI. 
TaK, HanpHMep, B paiioHe HanjiimcKHX Topannx KjnoHeii BO 
BpeMJi ocMoxpa OepexoBoii nonocBi ox MBica CHBOJIBKYX 6BIJIO HaiifleHO 
3CKHMOccKoe nocejiemie, paHee HeH3BecxHoe H3 jiHxepaxypHBix H /jpyxiix 
HCXOHHHKOB. O H O pacnojiaxaexcji Ha BBICOKOM O6PBIBHCXOM 6epexy, x/je 
pa3JIHHHMBI CJie^BI 2-3 nOJXynOfl3eMHBIX 3KHJIHIH,, HeCKOJIBKHX MJICHBIX 
«M H njioma/joK no/j coBpeMeHHBie scKHMOccioie 5KHHHma xnna 
cxauiioHapHBix apaHX. EepexoBoii o6pBiB o6Ha)KHJi KyjiBxypHBiii CJIOH 
Ha Mecxe nojxyno/i3eMHBix XHJIHIH, H BHyxpn xopoino npocMaxpHBaioxca 
neHBKH OX CX0Jl60B H3 HH5KHeHeiHOCXHBIX Kocxeii XpeHJiaHflCKOXO KHia. 
BBIJIO npe/jjioxeHO Ha3BaxB nocejieHHe CHBOJiBKyx-BocxoHHBiH 
(CnBOJitKyx I), xaK KaK c 3ana/nioH cxopoHBi MBica xaicace, BepoaxHO, 
HMeexca nocejiemie H BHecxn exo B peecxp naMaxHHKOB ncxopHH H 
KyjiBxypBi, npoBecxH /jonojxHHxejiBHBie Hccjie/joBamiii nocejiemra. 
BepoaxHO, 3xo O/JHO H3 MHOXHX nocejxemrii yH,a3in;MHX (nanjiHimeB). 
BbinvcK umhovMauuoHHOzo jiucniKa «Eevumun 
fljia Koop^HHauiiH pa6oxBi HHcneiciopoB B 2004 xo/jy 6BIJIO 
Hanaxo m/jamie HHfJiopMaiiHOHHOxo jincxKa napxa «EepHHXi»i». B HeM 
ocBeiqaioxca ocHOBHBie CO6BIXHJI 5KH3HH napxa, co^epxaxca nojie3HBie 
coBexBi H peKOMeH^auiiH no opxamraniiH 3KOJioxHHecKoxo 
MOHHXopHHxa. MaxepnajiBi JincxKa HcnojiB3yioxca HHcneKxopaMH B 
CBoeii pa6oxe H npn 6ece/jax c HacejieHHeM. K HacxojnneMy BpeMemi 
BBiiHJio B CBex 7 HOMepoB. IiJiamipyexcji npo/iojBKHXB BBinycK Jincxica, 
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xaK KaK MHOxne 5KHiejiH cen, 3aHHiepecoBajiiici> HHfJiopMaHiieH, 
nonyneHHOH H3 «BepHHXHH». 
OcHoenbie nvo6jieMM 
B nponecce pa6oxi>i imcneiciopoB H no pe3yjitxaxaM 
HaOmo^eHiiH o6Hapy5KHJica p a ^ npo6neM, CB«3aHHi>ix c cocxoflmieM 
npHpo/nroxo H KyjitxypHoxo pa3Hoo6pa3iiii. TaK, ycHUHBinneca 
nponeccH noxenjieHiii! KJiHMaxa npiiBO/jflx K aKinBroaHini a6pa3HH 
(pa3pyineHHii) 6epexoB. IIpH SXOM H/jex aiciHBHoe pa3pyineHHe 
apxeonoxHHecKiix naMflxmiKOB - KyjitxypHtix cjioeB H ocxaxKOB 
^peBHHX noceneHHH. Ha Mecxe ^peBHe3CKiiMoccKoxo nocejiemiii KnBaK 
3a nocjie/jmie 50 nex 6epexoBaa nojioca pa3pyineHa Ha 15 M. M O X H O 
cpaBHHXt, KaK Bcexo JXHIHB 3a xo/j 6BIJIO 3HaHHxejxi>HO pa3pyineHO 
Mecxo ^peBHexo nocejiemiii. K)5KHI>IH 6epex KOCBI HiieH pa3pyinaexca 
BMecxe c 3CKHMOCCKHM H 6onee ^peBHHM noceneHHeM. Ha Mecxe 
nocejiemiii ABaH CHJitHtie inxopMBi 6yKBajii>HO Ha xna3ax pa3Mi>iBaiox 
5KHJiHma. n p n Ka5K^OM nocemeHHH HHcneKiop (})HKCHpyex o6Ban 
He6ojH>iHHX Mace HeroyneHHOxo KOMnneKca /jpeBHHX cxpoemrii. 
B xaKOM 5Ke 6e/jciBeHHOM nojioxeHHe Haxo^nxca Mecxo 
-HH/joxaii B6JIH3H JlaBpeHXHa H MHOxne /jpyxne. 
C ynexoM xoxo, HXO 3HaHHxejii>Haa nacxt /jpeBHHX 
apxeonoxHHecKHX naMinmiKOB Haxo/nxxca B/JOJIB 6epexa BOCXOHHOH 
nacxH HyKoxcKoxo nojxyocxpoBa, noxepa CBH/jexejitciB pa3BHXHii 
/jpeBHe6epiiHXOMopcKOH H 6onee /jpeBHHX Kyjitxyp cxaHOBHica 
HeB03BpaxHMOH. Heo6xo/jHMO pa3pa6oxaxi> mxaH cnaceHHa xoxo, HXO 
eme MOXHO cnacxH. BO3MO5KHOCXH HHcneKiopoB napKa Kpaitee 
oxpaHHHeHti. B jxynineM cjxynae OHH Moxyx XOJXBKO (JaiKCHpoBaxt Ha 
(})oxo HJIH BH^eo, oxpaxaxB HHieHCHBHOcxt pa3pyiHeHHii B CBOHX 
HaOmo^eHHiix. 
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K co3Kanemno, B npoinnoM xo/jy 3a<})HKCHpoBaH cjxyHaii 
pa3MBiBa 6epexoBOH KOCBI H HCHe3HOBem»i npecHoxo KopanBCKOxo 
03epa B HyKoxcKOM paiioHe. 
Y'xe npe^npHHiixBi HeicoxopBie nonBixicii co cxopoHBi 
3aHHxepecoBaHHBix B /jaHHoii npo6neMe cxpyicxyp. B inone-aBxycxe 
3xoxo xo/ja Ha xeppHiopini IipoBH/ieHCKOxo paiioHa apxeojioxHHecKirii 
oxpa^ no/j pyKOBO/jcxBOM /J.H.H. OpexoBa A.A Ben aBapiriiHO-
cnacaxenBHBie pacKonKH Ha /ipeBHescKiiMoccKOM nocejiemni KHBaK. 
Bcexo 6BIJIO co6paHO 2700 npe^MexoB apxeojioxini, /jaxnpyeMBie 
3noxoH p^eBHe6epHHXOBOMopB« H nyHyK. OCHOBHOH Maxepnan 
nojiyneH H3 ocBinn KyjiBxypHoxo cnoa. 
Taioice 6BIJI coBepineH BBie3/j Ha cxojraicy KaMeHHOxo Beica 
rtyxypax. 
B JlaBpeHiHa pa6oxaex xpynna yneHBix, Be/iymnx 
HaOmo e^HHa 3a cocxoaHHeM BeHHOMep3Jioxo xpyHxa. 
B oxHOHiemni HcxopHHecKHX naMinmiKOB cymecxByex He 
XOJIBKO npnpoflHaa npo6jieMa, HO H, K coxajiemno, HenoBenecKaa. 3xo 
- caMocxoaxenBHBie pacKonKH /ipeBmix nocejieHirii XHiemiMH 
OKpecxHBix cen. HHcneicxopaM ocxaexca JIHIHB ycHUHXB 
HH(})opMaHHOHHyio pa6oxy c HacenemieM, npo/jojiacaiB coxpy/niHHecxBO 
c MecxHBiMH opxaHaMH ynpaBJieHHii, coBexaMH cxapeHHiinx 
HavHHO-uccjiedoeamejibCKan va6oma na mevvumovuu navKa 
Ha xeppHiopini napxa npoBo^nxca HayHHO-Hccne^ oBaxenBCKaa 
^eaxenBHOcxB. 
B 2005 xo/jy 3/jecB pa6oxana HayHHaa HiBe^cKaa 3Kcne/jHHHJi, 
aMepHKaHCKHe xeojioxn, co6paHBi CBe/jemiii 06 HcnonB30BaHHH xpn6oB 
MecxHBMH 5KHxejiiiMH. B npoiHJioM Mecsme B o<})Hce napxa paOoxann 
coxpy^HHKH POCCHHCKOH Mex/jyHapo/nroii aica/jeMim xypH3Ma C HejIBIO 
HayHHOxo Hccne^oBaHHa B03M05KHOcxeH xeppnxopHH napxa /JJIJI 
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pa3BHiiiJi xypiGMa. O H H Hcno]H>30BajiH HMeromjiHca B 6H6jiHoxeice 
napKa Maxepnaji H no6i>iBajxH B O/JHOM H3 nepcneiciHBHBix Mecx /JJXH 
co3^aHHii Mex^yHapo^Hoxo MOJio^exHoxo naxepa - B paiioHe 
HannHHCKHX Topannx KjnoHeii. nocxojiHHBie HayHHO-
Hccjie^oBaxejiBCKHe pa6oxBi Ha xeppHiopini H B aKBaxopini napKa Be/jyx 
coxpy^HHKii HyicoxTHHPo. B anpene 3xoxo xo/ja /nxpeiciiHJi napKa 
npHHiuia xpynny cxy/jenxoB H3 nixaxa AiioBa B CBoeM Bronx-Hempe. 
Cxy/jeHiBi 3aHHMaroxca royHemieM 6epiiHXOMopcKOH Kyjitxypti. 
Mxroxiie H3 HHX Hcnojii>30Ba]iH MaxepnajiBi apxiroa napKa, 6BIJIH oneHB 
npH3Haxejii>Hi>i Eopiicy HHHOKeHiBeBHHy 3a HHxepecHyio HHtJiopManHfo 
H xenjiBiii npneM. 
OcHoenbie Hanvaejienun 
O/nroii H3 3a^an napKa, aBJiaexca co3/jaHiie ycjxoBHH /JJXH 
pexynnpyeMoxo SKOJioxirrecicoxo xyproMa H ox/jBixa B npnpo/nxBix 
yCJIOBHJIX. 
nontlXKII BOBJieHB HyKOXCKHH peXHOH, H B HaCXHOCXH, 
xeppHxopmo napKa, B ctjiepy xypH3Ma Ha cexo/nxHiHHHH /jeHB Hocax 
CKopee 6eccHcxeMHi>iH xapaicxep. BO3MO5KHO, 3XO aBJiaexca cjxe/jcxBHeM 
o6mexo COCXOJIHHJI HH/jycxpHH xypH3Ma B HaiHeii cxpaHe. Ho MBI 
yBepeHti, HXO pa3BHxne xypH3Ma Ha Hyicoxice - /jejxo nepcneiciHBHoe. 
TnaBHoe, HairxH npaBHJiBHBie, onxHMajiBHBie peineHHa Ha nepBoii H 
nocne^yiomHX cxa/ncix opxaHH3auHH, ynnxBiBaxB cnenH(})HKy Mecxa. 
3/jecB napK Moxex npe^ji05KHXB KOHKpexHyio noMomB B npoBe/jemni 
KOHcyjiBxauiiH no COCXOJIHHIO npnpo/nxBix H sxHHHecKHX (JiaiciopoB, 
^axB 6onee nonHyio HHfJiopManHEO o npe/niojxaxaeMBix xpy^Hocxax, 
pa3pa6oxaxB naMaxKH. 
Ha npoxiDKemiH pa/ja nex n 3 n «BepHHXHa» xecHO 
coxpy/jmnaex c My3eeM BepHHXHHCKOxo Hacjie/nra. HejiH H 3a/jaHH 
aeaxenBHOcxH napKa H MV3ea B OCHOBHOM coBnaaaiox. npoBoaaxca 
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KOHcyjiBxanini, coBMecxHBie BBie3^Bi Ha Mecxa /ipeBmix nocejiemrii. 
TeMa BepHHXHH nocxojiHHO npiicyxcxByex B 3KCKypcicix n jieicnHJix 
My3ea, pacinnpaexca 3Kcno3Hiinji no BonpocaM Eepimxinx 
3HMOH cjxe/jyiomexo xo/ja HaMeneHO npoBe/jemie oOynaiomexo 
ceMHHapa /JJXH HHcneiciopoB napKa. Ey/jyx HcnonB30BaHBi MaxepnajiBi H 
BO3MO5KHOCXH My3ea. n p n npoBe/jemin xaKoxo ceMHHapa o6a3axenBHO 
njiamipyexcji npHBJxeHemie cnennajiHcioB H3 OKpyxa. Taieace xoxenocB 
6BI npO/JOJDKHXB COXpy^ HHHeCXBO CO C]iy5K60H HaHHOHajIBHBIX IlapKOB 
CUIA B o6nacxH no/jxoxoBKH H oOyneHHa Ka^poB. 
B nnaHax pa6oxBi napKa CXOHX (JiopMnpoBamie 6n6jinoxeHHOxo 
(jioma, KoxopBiii cexo/nxii HacHHXBiBaex 500 e/jninm. 
BaxHBiM nyHKioM flajiBHenineH pa6oxBi napKa CXOHX 
o6pa30BaxejiBHaa xeMa. B BO3MO5KHOCX«X napKa - npHBneneHHe /jeieii n 
MOJio^exH K SKOJioxinecKOMy o6pa30Bamno, coxpy/nxtfHeciBO c 
o6pa30BaxejiBHBiMH yHpex^eHiiiiMH paiioHOB, co3/jaHne MOJio^exHoxo 
Kjxy6a Ha 6a3e napKa. 3/jecB npe^cxaBJiaioxca xaicace HinpoKne 
BO3MO5KHOCXH H B sxHoxpatJiiHecKOM HanpaBneHHH. 
npo6neMa coxpaHeHHa KyjiBxypHoxo Hacjie/nxa /jpeBHnx 
Hapo/joB ^ocxaxoHHO aiciyajiBHa B Haciojuqee BpeMfl. O/JHH BenHKirii 
nenoBeK CKa3aji: «Kox/ja yMHpaex nejxoBeic - yMHpaex nejxaii 
BceneHHaa». K coxajxemno, yMHpaiox cxapiiKH, yHoca c co6oii 
oxpoMHyio, HeBocxpe6oBaHHyio B Hainn /nxn noflpacxaromnM 
noKOHemieM, HHfJiopManino. HHcneiciopa napKa Be/jyx pa6oxy no c6opy 
sxHoxpafJinqecKoxo Maxepnana. Ha npoxiDKemin nocjie/nxnx 2 nex 
ynacxByiox B coBMecxHOM c My3eeM npoeicxe no/j ycnoBHBiM Ha3BaHneM 
«JInna HyKOXKH» - c6ope H3o6pa:aceHHH KopeHHBix xnxejxen HyicoxKH. 
Hnxepec K ymiKajiBHon /jpeBHeOepirnxoMopcKon KyjiBxype, 
Koxopaa HacHHXBiBaex OKOJIO jipyx xBicanejieinn n CMeHHBninx ee 
KyjiBxyp OKBHK n nyHyic, B03pacxaex c Kax^BiM /jHeM no BceMy Mnpy. 
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JIioflH, nocexHBinHe sxii Kpaa xoxa 6BI O/HXH pa3, x p a m n Heroxjia/nxMBie 
BneHaxjiemci ox KpacoxBi 3xoxo Kpaa, 5KHBOXO coHexamia 
coBpeMeHHOcxH H ^peBHOcxH, ox npinacxHocxH K SKOJioxinecKOH H 
3XHIHeCKOH yHHICajIBHOCXIl peXHOHa, eXO 3HaHHMOCXH B HCXOpHH 
pa3BHXiiii HenoBenecxBa. J\JIH xoxo HXO6BI 6Bma BO3MO5KHOCXB 
nonyneHHa iiH(})opMaiiiiii no BceM npiipo/piBiM KOMiuieiccaM 11 o6x>eicxaM, 
HMeiomHM 3HaHHxenBHyio HcxopinecKyio, SKOJioxircecKyio, 
KyjiBxypHyio H 3cxexinecKyio ijemiocxB, MBI H pa6oxaeM. M B I Bcex/ja 
OXKpBIXBI K COXpy/nHHeCXBy C TCMH, KOMy Heo6xO/HXMO HCnOJIB30BaXB 
6oxaxcxBO xeppixropini B npiipo/jooxpamiBix, npocBexixrenBCKiix, 
HayHHO-Hccne^oBaxejiBCKHX H KyjiBxypHBix iienax. A xaicace 
paccHHXBmaeM Ha noMomB, no/wepMcy H noHHMamie. 
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Jean Kollantai 
Jean Kollantai graduated from high school in Northern California, 
and earned her original baccalaureate degree there in the early 
1970's. She has worked as a social worker, exchange coordinator, 
city administrator and non-profit founder and coordinator before 
and after coming to Alaska in 1981. She has gone back to college 
along with her sons, with the major and minor she wishes she 
had stayed with the first time: Russian and History. Her transla-
tion was her service learning project through UAA's Community 
Partnerships program, Katerina Wessels, site coordinator. 
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6730 Notting Hill Drive 
Anchorage, AK 99504 
November 8, 2006 
Mr. Jeff Dillon, Director 
Municipality of Anchorage 
Parks and Recreation 
120 South Bragaw Street 
Anchorage, AK 99508 
Dear Mr. Dillon: 
I am submitting the attached proposal requesting an 
improvement of lighting conditions at Moose Hill in 
Nunaka Valley Park. As a frequent patron of the park, 
my concern is the lack of sufficient illumination along 
the Moose Hill slope and throughout the open field at its 
base. Concerns especially arise as the darkness of winter 
begins to set in. After nightfall, visibility is significantly 
reduced in this park area. For many neighborhood 
residents, this leads to a subsequent reduction in their 
sense of safety and security in this area. Furthermore, 
as this is a popular winter recreation area, there is an 
increased probability of collision among the sledders, 
skiers, and snowboarders who use Moose Hill. 
My proposed solution is to install three to five electroliers 
at strategic locations throughout Moose Hill and the 
open field. This added illumination may help alleviate 
safety concerns among park patrons and would extend 
the park usage beyond nightfall. These changes would 
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encourage more playtime for local children and allow 
more opportunity for neighborhood social gatherings. 
I am submitting this proposal to you because, as 
director of Parks and Recreation, you have oversight of 
Municipal park projects. Please feel free to share this 
proposal with other interested parties. I have enjoyed 
researching this project and would be happy to answer 
any questions you may have regarding this proposal. 
Sincerely, 
Michelle Steffens 
asms29@uaa.alaska.edu 
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Executive Summary 
Nunaka Valley is a popular east-Anchorage park located in 
the midst of a densely-populated neighborhood. It is a popular 
destination for local residents, schoolchildren, sports athletes, and 
numerous casual recreational users. A landmark feature in the 
southeastern portion of this park is Moose Hill, as it is commonly 
referred to. Although in use year-round, Moose Hill is especially 
known for its attraction of sledders, snowboarders, and skiers in 
the wintertime. Despite this fact, Moose Hill and the open field at 
its base are not outfitted with electroliers to properly illuminate 
the area. Visibility is very poor during winter months, creating 
several safety concerns among its users. It also limits the park 
usage to daylight hours which proves to be an inefficient use 
of space beyond sunset. Furthermore, the lighting design is not 
consistent with other parks serving similar purposes. One such 
park is Centennial Park. The hill at Centennial Park is in a more 
remote location and attracts less users on a daily basis. Despite 
this fact, Centennial Park is equipped with five electroliers, while 
Moose Hill has none. 
The proposed solution to this problem is to install three to five 
electroliers throughout the slope of Moose Hill and the open field. 
To accomplish this task, the proposal would need to go through 
numerous stages of approval for funding, design, and construction. 
The actual amount of electroliers needed and their placement 
would be determined by qualified personnel during this procedure. 
Based on past projects, the estimated timeframe for completion 
could be as little as 270 days or as much as 3 years and 90 days. 
Costs are estimated to range between $67,000 and $84,000. 
The installation of electroliers at Moose Hill would prove to be 
a great benefit to numerous individuals. The added illumination 
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would allow children to play longer hours and would allow more 
opportunities for social gatherings. It may also increase the sense 
of safety to park users and to the surrounding neighborhood 
community. Other benefits may include increased property values 
of surrounding residencies and a better awareness of wildlife that 
may enter the area. This project is a worthwhile investment and 
worth future consideration. 
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Introduction 
Park Location and General Description 
Nunaka Valley Park is a Municipally-owned park located in an east-
Anchorage residential neighborhood. This park expands 14.02 
acres and is formally classified as a neighborhood-use area accord-
ing to the National Recreation and Park Association guidelines (Land 
Design North, Eppley Institute of Parks and Public Lands-Indiana 
University, Alaska Pacific University, 2006, Appendix A, p. 2). The 
area this proposal addresses is the southeast portion of Nunaka Val-
ley Park, which is bound by Links Court and Atkinson Drive to the 
north, a forested region to the east, East 21st Avenue to the south, 
and the end of Craig Drive and its parking lot to the west (Figure 1). 
This Nunaka Valley Park area is centrally located within a densely-
populated residential neighborhood, and its geography is conducive 
to passive and active recreational use. 
The landmark feature of this region is a hill commonly referred to 
as Moose Hill. Moose Hill is a popular winter destination for sled-
ding, snowboarding, and skiing, among other uses. At the base of 
Moose Hill, there is an open field available for casual recreational 
users and is facilitated with soccer nets for summer practices and 
games. A small playground and picnic benches are located within 
this vicinity. To the immediate west, there are the Nunaka Valley Lit-
tle League ball fields and beyond this the Nunaka Valley Elementary 
School. The southern perimeter of this park region marks the start 
of the Chester Creek Trail, which is traversed by recreational users, 
school children, and neighborhood residents. Figure 1 is a map of 
Moose Hill and the surrounding park area. 
I l l 
Nunaka Valley 
Little League 
Ball Fields 
Not pictured: More 
ball fields and 
Nunaka Valley 
Elementary School 
Source: Google. (2005). Google Earth. Retrieved November 6, 2006, 
http: //earth. go ogl e. eo m/ 
Statement of Problem 
Fi 2: Base of Moose Hill 
The issue addressed in this proposal is the lack of lighting along the 
slope of Moose Hill in Nunaka Valley Park and throughout the open 
field at its base. There are currently no electroliers illuminating this 
area. This poses significant visibility and safety concerns in the dark 
winter months. Figure 2 is a picture taken at the base of Moose Hill. 
Notice there are no electroliers in the immediate vicinity. 
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The need for illumination is further substantiated by the fact that the 
Moose Hill lighting pattern is inconsistent with other parks serving 
a similar purpose. One such park is Centennial Park, a Municipally-
owned park at the southeast corner of the Muldoon Road-Glenn 
Highway intersection (Appendix A). 
Like Moose Hill, the Centennial Park Hill serves as a popular win-
ter destination for sledders, snowboarders, and skiers. To provide 
comparison, three site visits were performed during the weekend 
of November 3-5, 2006. The purpose of these visits was to compare 
the number of park patrons at Centennial Park Hill and Moose Hill 
at a given time. All visits were performed mid-afternoon with sunny 
conditions and temperatures ranging from twenty to twenty-seven 
degrees Fahrenheit. Table 1 shows the data collected at each hill. 
The data reveals that, at the time of the visits, Moose Hill overall at-
tracted more park patrons than Centennial Park Hill, with a higher 
proportion of those patrons being children. 
Table 1: Comparison of Park Patron Numbers at Centennial Park 
Hill and Moose Hill 
Date of Site Visit 
Friday, November 3, 2006 
Saturday, November 4, 2006 
Sunday, November 5, 2006 
Total Park Patrons 
Centennial Park Hill 
5 adults, 3 children 
8 adults, 4 children 
2 adults, 2 children 
15 adults, 9 children 
Moose Hill 
3 adults, 6 children 
5 adults, 12 children 
4 adults, 8 children 
12 adults, 26 children 
Unlike Moose Hill, Centennial Park is in a more remote location 
relative to surrounding neighborhoods. Despite this fact, Centen-
nial Park Hill has observably better illumination than Moose Hill. 
Figures 3 and 4 show the contrast of nighttime lighting conditions 
at Centennial Park Hill and Moose Hill. 
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At Centennial Park, six electroliers were positioned along the slope 
of the hill with additional lighting in the parking lot. At Moose Hill, 
there were no electroliers along the slope of the hill. The only illu-
mination came from the lampposts positioned at the distant south-
ern perimeter along Chester Creek Trail and along the backstop of 
the closest baseball field to the west. The light from these sources 
was not significant enough to brighten Moose Hill and the open 
field. Maps 1 and 2 of Appendix B indicate electrolier placement at 
Moose Hill in Nunaka Valley Park and the Centennial Park Hill as of 
November 5, 2006. 
Objective 
The proposed solution to the Moose Hill illumination issue is to 
install 3-5 electroliers in this Nunaka Valley Park region. The electro-
liers would be strategically positioned to sufficiently light the Moose 
Hill slope and the open field at its base. 
Needs and Community Benefits 
Nighttime conditions at Moose Hill create potentially unsafe situa-
tions in this section of Nunaka Valley Park. Poor visibility increases 
the probability of a collision between sledders, snowboarders, ski-
ers, and people passing through the park. The darkness also creates 
an unwelcoming environment for neighborhood residents and their 
children. 
The installation of the proposed electroliers should remove most 
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visibility problems. With the additional illumination, it is estimated 
that there would be a reduced likelihood of recreational accidents 
caused by collisions. Furthermore, the artificial light from the lamp-
posts would extend the useful time of the parkbeyond nightfall. This 
should encourage healthier lifestyles since increased park availabil-
ity will create more playtime for children and adults alike. This ex-
tra time would help build community cohesiveness through greater 
opportunities for social gatherings. The lights would also allow for 
a greater sense of security among the surrounding neighborhood 
and more awareness of wildlife that may wander into the park. Ad-
ditionally, the economic benefits of increased property values may 
also be realized since park improvements serve as a great attrac-
tion to potential and current homeowners (Land Design North, Ep-
pley Institute of Parks and Public Lands-Indiana University, Alaska 
Pacific University, 2006, p. 12-13). These simple improvements to 
Moose Hill in Nunaka Valley Park could ultimately increase the over-
all quality of life for surrounding neighborhood residents. 
Limitations and Contingencies 
It should be noted that relative schedule and cost data used in this 
proposal were obtained from the Alaska Department of Transporta-
tion and may differ slightly with those of the Municipality of An-
chorage Parks and Recreation Department. 
Should construction commence, social impacts to surrounding resi-
dents may include increased noise levels and changes in air qual-
ity levels. Traffic patterns should remain relatively unaffected since 
most construction activities would take place on park grounds. 
Scope 
The proposed plan for Moose Hill illumination includes a detailed 
assessment of the methods, schedule, cost estimation, expected 
results, and feasibility of the project. 
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Proposed Plan 
Methods 
The proposed plan calls for the installation of three to five electro-
liers at Moose Hill in Nunaka Valley Park and the open field. 
In implementing this plan, the first course of action would be to 
present this proposal as a candidate for funding to the Municipality 
of Anchorage and other interested parties. If funding for the propos-
al is approved, it would move into the design stage where project 
feasibility would be analyzed by qualified personnel. Designs would 
be created regarding construction plans, environmental impacts, 
maintenance requirements, and other such project needs. The ac-
tual number of electroliers and their location would be determined 
at this stage. These designs would then proceed through several 
review sessions to ensure maximum project efficiency. Should all 
designs be approved, the collective project would be placed up for 
bid to the appropriate contractors. Upon contractor selection, con-
struction would begin at the Moose Hill region. 
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Schedule 
The estimated schedule for each stage of proposal approval is 
shown in Table 2. 
Proposal Stage 
Funding Stage 
Design Stage 
Construction Stage 
Total time to complete project 
Estimated Time 
90 days-1 year 
90 days-2 years 
90 days 
270 days-3 years, 90 days 
Source: J. Dougherty, P.E., Highway Design Chief; M. Kimlinger, 
E.I.T., Traffic Engineering; G. Steffens, P.L.S., Highway Design, 
personal communication, November 6, 2006. 
Cost Estimation 
Table 3 provides a cost estimate range assuming a minimum cost 
of installing three electroliers and a maximum cost of installing five 
electroliers. Actual costs are subject to vary depending on design-
level findings and prices obtained through contractor bidding. 
Table 3: Cost Estimate of Installing Three and Five Electroliers 
Costs 
Design Engineering 
Enviornmental 
Permits 
Construction 
Electroliers ($8,500 
each) 
Load Center 
Mobilization/ 
Demobilization 
Survey and Layout 
Total Costs 
Three Electroliers 
Installed 
$19,000 
9,500 
25,500 
3,000 
5,000 
5,000 
$67,000 
Five Electroliers 
Installed 
$19,000 
9,500 
42,500 
3,000 
5,000 
5,000 
$84,000 
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(Table 3) Source: J. Dougherty P.E., Highway Design Chief; M. 
Kimlinger, E.I.T., Traffic Engineering; G. Steffens, P.L.S., Highway 
Design, personal communication, November 6, 2006. 
Expected Results 
Completion of this project should adequately illuminate Moose Hill 
at Nunaka Valley Park during nighttime hours. This should allow for 
increased safety for neighborhood residents and children at play. 
Feasibility 
The feasibility of this proposal relies upon findings at the funding, 
design, and construction stages by qualified personnel. If approved 
at all stages, the installation of electroliers at Moose Hill would be 
a great addition to Nunaka Valley Park and a great benefit to many 
people. 
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Conclusion 
Summary of Key Points 
Moose Hill at Nunaka Valley Park serves as a central recreational 
site for the surrounding residential neighborhood. It is a popular 
site for winter activities; however it is poorly illuminated despite 
this fact. Nighttime hours limit park availability and create potential 
safety concerns to park users. Its lighting design is also inconsistent 
with areas of similar purpose, namely the Centennial Park Hill. By 
installing 3-5 electroliers, visibility at Moose Hill with be greatly im-
proved. This will allow for park access during all hours of the day 
and create a safer environment for children at play. 
Request for Action 
Given the popularity of Moose Hill, I recommend the implementa-
tion of this proposal as soon as possible. Improved lighting con-
ditions in this area will benefit a wide range of people including 
neighborhood residents, children, and casual park users. Your con-
sideration of this proposal would be much appreciated. 
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Appendix A 
Map of Moose Hill and Centennial Park 
Arial View of Moose Hill and Centennial Park 
Moose Hill in 
Nunaka Valley 
Park 
Source: Google. (2005). Google Earth. Retrieved November 6, 
2006, http://earth.google.com/ 
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Appendix B 
Maps of Electrolier Placement at Moose Hill and Centennial Park Hill 
Source: Google. (2005). Google Earth. Retrieved November 6, 2006, 
http://earth.google.com/ 
Map 2: Centennial Park Hill 
K e • 
Source: Google. (2005). Google Earth. Retrieved November 6, 2006, 
http://earth.google.com/ 
= electrolier in place as of November 5, 2006 
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Michelle Steffens 
Born and raised in Anchorage, Alaska, Michelle graduated from 
Bartlett High School with the class of 2003. Her first year of 
college was spent studying at The College of William and Mary 
in Williamsburg, Virginia. She spent a semester studying at the 
Universidad de Belgrano in Buenos Aires, Argentina and she 
returned to UAA as a full-time student in fall 2005. Currently, she 
is pursuing a BA degree in economics with a minor in business 
administration and plans to graduate in spring 2008. 
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Cultural and Language Barriers 
for the HSE Professional 
Honorable Mention 
Patricia Hickok 
Occupational Safety and Health 201: 
Workplace Injury and Incident Evaluation 
Mr. Mike Schowen, Adjunct Instructor 
Abstract 
There is no disputing the fact that the population of the U.S. is and 
will continue to be increasingly diverse. This diversity manifests 
itself in our communities and workplaces. Occupational statistics 
regarding accidents and fatalities clearly show that the rate of 
injuries for minority/immigrant groups is higher than the one for 
Caucasians. As safety professionals, we must be aware of these 
issues and ready to overcome the challenges presented by a 
diverse workforce in regards to language, culture, and training. 
The language challenge although more complicated than it sounds, 
can be easily addressed by identifying resources in the predomi-
nant language(s) found in our workplace. The cultural challenge is 
harder to overcome as it encompasses issues unique to the indi-
vidual culture (both ethnic and as an immigrant group as a whole): 
immigration status, varying perceptions of authority figures, level 
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of safety awareness and marginalized status within the larger soci-
ety. Some advocacy groups claim that immigrant workers receive 
little to no safety training, hinting to discriminatory practices. I 
believe the problem is industry-related as the industries in which 
immigrants tend to work are characterized by high turnover which 
-although wrong- may not provide an incentive for management 
to invest enough in this important area. 
Safety professionals can overcome these issues by: identifying root 
causes of accidents (delving into the "why's" of obvious reasons); 
providing training with materials and trainers appropriate to the 
audience; being creative to take advantage of grants and other 
resources; being aware of resources in the community and by 
networking. The bottom line is that diversity is the norm. Although 
this presents challenges, it also presents opportunities for improve-
ment. In the end, it doesn't matter where our employees come 
from (Mexico, Russia, Africa or even the United States) or what 
their ethnic background is: the minute they become part of our 
workforce, they become part of the group that we are responsible 
to keep safe and healthy. 
Patricia Hickok 
Patty Hickok was born and raised in Mazatlan, Mexico. She will 
graduate from the University of Alaska Anchorage in the spring of 
2008 with an Associates Degree in Occupational Safety and Health. 
She also holds three other degrees from UAA, including an MBA 
(2003) a Bachelors in Business Administration (2001), and an 
Associate of Arts (1999). 
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Apparition 
by Achille-Claude Debussy 
Honorable Mention 
Laraine May Gordon 
Music 164: Private Lesson, Voice 
Dr. Mari Hahn, Assistant Professor 
Abstract 
This piece is the fourth in a song cycle Quatre chansons dejeunesse 
("Four songs of youth"), written by Debussy in 1884. The text was 
written by the French poet Stephane Mallarme (1842-1898), whom 
Debussy knew and clearly liked, having set several of his poems 
to music throughout his career. Though he was not famous during 
his time, today Mallarme is considered a leader of the symbolist 
movement in poetry. Though Debussy is generally thought of as 
an Impressionist, this piece is a good example of why that term 
does not define him completely. The music starts out atmospheric 
with a wash of subtle color, but then opens up to a much more 
dramatic and pointed statement than impressionism would nor-
mally suggest. While the words seem sad, the song does end with 
a sense of peace; a passing experience of youth that finally leads 
to acceptance. 
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The moon was growing sad. Seraphim in tears, 
dreaming, bow in hand, in the calm of the vaporous 
flowers were, from dying viols, drawing 
pale sobs sliding over the azure of the corollas. 
It was the blessed day of your first kiss. 
My reverie delighting in making a martyr of me 
knowingly grew intoxicated with the perfume of sadness 
that even without regret and without mischance leaves 
the harvesting of a Dream to the heart which picked it. 
So I was wandering, my eye fixed on the aging pavement 
when with sun in your hair, in the road 
and in the evening, laughing, you appeared to me 
and I thought I saw the fairy with the hat of brightness 
who formerly, on the beautiful nights of sleep of my spoilt youth, 
passed, always letting white bouquets of fragrant stars 
fall like snow from her poorly closed hands. 
Laraine May Gordon 
Laraine is currently a sophomore Voice Major at UAA. She has 
assisted director Mari Hahn in many fund raising events, work-
shops and residencies for voice majors. She frequently performs 
with the UAA Opera Ensemble, and has been seen as Lucy in 
Gian Carlo Menotti's "The Telephone" and Papagena in Mozart's 
"The Magic Flute". Laraine also performs with The Character 
Workshop, a local theatre company that produces and adapts 
shows for younger audiences. Her credits include Rose Maybud 
in Gilbert and Sullivan's "Ruddigore" and the roles of "Dew Fairy" 
and "Sandman" in Hansel and Gretel with Cyrano's Eccentric 
Theatre Company. 
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Alaska Natives Cultural History 
Honorable Mention 
Matthew Lum 
Humanities 495: Human Services Practicum IV 
Dr. Cheryl Mann, Professor 
Abstract 
Alaska Native's Cultural Legacy celebrates the history, people and 
regional distinction of the indigenous members of Alaska. The 
importance of Native history is immesurable. Beginning with Vitus 
Bering's first voyage into Alaska and concluding with the effects 
of the North Slope oil discovery, Native History is summarized in 
chronological order. 
As a Human Service graduate, naturally I am in the business 
of working with people. In order to fully capture the fabric of 
the Native people, I went straight to one individual I met during 
my senior internship. Representative of the resolve, determina-
tion and pride of an entire culture, Moody Charles served as my 
inspiration for the piece Moody Charles, The Man, The Myth, The 
Legend. 
Alaska Natives share a common cultural ancestry. However 
they also differ according to regional location. In order to fully 
capture the unique qualities, customs and traditions of each native 
group, the final section of my book pays respect to the five major 
cultures of Alaskan Natives. 
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Matthew Lum 
Matthew Lum was born in Anchorage Alaska. He graduated from 
Colony High school in 1997, and is currently seeking a Bachelors in 
Human Services, with a minor in Psychology. He hopes to obtain 
his degree by December of 2007. 
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Student Showcase Presenters 
Raven Ahmed-Kison 
32309 
English 111: Methods of Written Communication 
Mr. Jeffrey C. White, Assistant Professor 
Michael Burwell 
The 1976 Decline of the Western Arctic Caribou Herd 
Anthropology 490: Contemporary 
Alaska Native Society, 1940-present 
Dr. Steve Langdon, Professor 
Tom Butler 
Global Warming 
Art 315: Intermediate Printmaking 
Mr. Garry Kaulitz, Assistant Professor 
Valarie Clark 
Agency and Punishment: Class, Caste and Crime 
in Atonement and The God of Small Things 
English 343: Contemporary Literature 
Dr. Patricia Linton, Professor 
Matthew R. Cox 
Sustainable Design: Moving Toward a Responsible 
Building and Grounds Policy for the University of Anchorage 
Enviornmental Studies 492: Proseminar Enviornmental Studies 
Dr. Andrew Kliskey, Associate Professor 
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Kerry Davis 
Album: A Collection of Brief Essays 
Creative Writing and Literary Arts 672: 
Prose Non-Fiction Workshop 
Ms. Sherry Simpson, Associate Professor 
Astrid Donovan 
Authorship and Textual Issues in Carol Shields' Swann 
English 435: History of Criticism 
Dr. Patricia Linton, Professor 
Thomas Haydock 
American Merchants and the Bottom Line: the Effect of the 
Revolution on American Merchants 
History 477: Senior Seminar 
Dr. Songho Ha, Assistant Professor 
Magdalene Jacobs 
Language as Experience: John Keats and T.S. Eliot 
on Two Poems by Wallace Stevens 
English 435: History of Criticism 
Dr. Judith Moore, Professor 
Destiny Jeffery 
/. Valse Choro II. Valse Francaise 
Music 364: Private Lesson 
Ms. Rozanne Wilson-Marsh, Assistant Professor 
Eric Land 
Iniquity of the Fathers: 
The Cherokee Story in Its Proper Context 
History 477: Senior Seminar 
Dr. Songho Ha, Assistant Professor 
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Christina McGovney 
The Sextrade and Industry in Southeast Asia: 
Emphasis on Thailand 
Anthropology 333: Peoples and Cultures of Southeast Asia 
Dr. Kerry Feldman, Professor 
Siobhan O'Hara 
The New Frontier versus the Old World: 
A Comparison of Alexandra Bergson andAmory Blaine 
English 307: Literature of U.S. II 
Dr. Suzanne Forster, Associate Professor 
Jane Parkhurst 
American Gothic: What's in a Name? 
Humanities 211: Introduction to Humanities 
Mr. William Jamison, Adjunct Instructor 
Laurinda Phillips 
First Do No Harm 
English 111: Methods of Written Communication 
Dr. Beth Graber, Professor 
Forrest Schroeder-Einwiller 
True North 2006 
Journalism and Public Communications 401: 
Magazine Production 
Ms. Paola Banchero, Assistant Professor 
Vera Starbard 
Exploring Questions of Identity in Young 
Alaska Natives in Anchorage 
Anthropology 490: Contemporary Alaska 
Native Society, 1940-Present 
Dr. Steve Langdon, Professor 
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Heather Vignola & James Grace 
You Can't Drive My Dreams Away 
Music 313: Voice Master Class 
Dr. Mari Hahn, Professor 
Donald L. Yunker 
Confrontation of Compassion: An Examination of the Dual Nature 
of the Islamic Resistance Movement (HAMAS) 
Justice 488: Research Practicum 
Dr. John Riley, Professor 
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